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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
At the close of last January's
All-State, your present NMMEA
executive committee assumed office
and will serve through the conclu
sion of the 1987 All-State. The
executive committee, which con
sists of the officers listed in the left
column on page three of this maga
zine, is responsible for the planning
and administration of our annual
NMMEA All-State Music Festival
and In-Service Conference. NM
MEA business not directly as
sociated with All-State is addressed
by the NMMEA board of directors,
which includes the executive com
mittee plus the seven district presi
dents. Your board of directors may
deal with any business concerning
NMMEA, including All-State. The
DIVISION OF BEAT
BAND METHOD
The most exciting new method on
the market today! Immediate dra
matic improvement for the begin
ning band student: COUNTING
BREATH SUPPORT-READ ING
ACCURACY-TONE QUALITY!
Send for your FREE Division of
Beat "HEAR AND SEE" Kit Today!

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE SERVICES
Southern Music Company is proud
to introduce an Outstanding collec
tion of Educational and Administra
tive Software designed for maximum
results in Music Instruction and
Management all at very reasonable
prices. Contact us Today for a
complete program and price list!
SEND TODAY FOR FREE
INFORMATION ON
THESE PUBLICATIONS!

a'
SouTHERN Music Co.
MUS IC ORDERS ONLY - 1-800-SMC-1100
(IN TEXAS - 1-800-292-5443)

P.O. BOX 329 •SANANTONIO. TEXAS 78292
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executive committee deals primarily
with All-State.

THANKS
A sincere thanks to Past-Presi
dent James Young for his leader
ship the past two years. A fine All
State was experienced last January,
and I trust that everyone is looking
forward with enthusiasm to the
1986 All-State at UNM in Albuquer
que, next January 8th through the
11th. Your new executive com
mittee had its first planning session
at the end of February. I appreciate
the many hours the vice-presidents
have spent laying the groundwork
for next year's All-State, and the
spirit of cooperation and excitement
each member has shown.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Paul Lehman, President of
MENC, will address our general
membership meeting at 3:00 p.m.,
Friday, January 10th. His topic will
be "What's Right with Music Educa
tion." I had the pleasure of hearing
Dr. Lehman speak at the SWMENC
In-service Conference in Colorado
Springs last January and can assure
you that he is as effective in person
as he is in print. MENC is footing
the bill for his transportation ex
penses from and to Ann Arbor.
MUSIC IN OUR
SCHOOLS MONTH
Thanks to Jim Young for serv
ing as the 1985 state chair of
MIOSM. This is a big job for one
person. MIOSM can be an effective
public relations tool and an ideal
time to encourage maximum partici
pation from community members
who are not a part of our pro
fession. If you took part in MIOSM,
congratulations! Jim would appre
ciate getting a written report of your
activities. Plan now to participate in
1986, and to send reports and
photos to Tom Dodson by March
1st for inclusion in our journal.

Sam Pemberton

MUSIC EDUCATOR
OF THE YEAR AND
DR. JOHN M. BATCHELLER
AWARDS
Lloyd Higgins and Darlene Van
Winkle were honored as recipients
of the NMMEA Music Educator of
the Year award and the Dr. John M.
Batcheller Award for Excellence in
Teaching Elementary School Music 1
respectively, during the All-State
concerts this year. The selection
process for those to be honored
next January begins at your spring
district NMMEA business meeting.
Your district office should have
copies which were mailed last year
of the criteria for both awards. If
not, write or call Rollie Heitman.
Urge your district president to sub
mit your district's nominees'
resumes and photographs to our
executive-secretary by June 1st.
FINANCIAL REPORT
An audited financial report is in
cluded in the fall issue of The New
Mexico Musician. The audit takes
place in conjunction with the closing
of our fiscal year each July 31st.
Study this report to see how your
association is financed and to
understand why increases have to
Continued on page 20
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"We proved it.
The Head Start puts students years ahead."

"I tested the Armstrong Head Start head joint.
Intonation
"Since the Head Start makes it easier to proI found it not only allows students to begin flut
duce good tone and moves the sound closer to the
years earli r-as young as age five-it also gives
student, it helps develop a better sense of pitch.
older b ginners a faster, easier, and better start.
Musicality
"I conducted my test in a beginners' class of
nine-year-olds. In just eight weeks, their playing
"Because tone was easier to produce, stufar outdistanced that of
dents playing the Head
classmates using a tradiImproves embouchure and hand and arm position.
Start used less breath,
tional head joint.
played longer lines, and
"By bringing the body
played more musically.
of the flute six inches
"The Head Start also
closer to the student, the
led to fuller resonance,
Head Start speeds correct
better hand position,
learning and helps avoid
proper flute balance, and
major problems in years
better technique.
to come. Here are key
"I consider it a major
areas the Head Start
breakthrough."
improved:
The Armstrong Head
Embouchure and Tone
Start head joint is avail"Students playing the Head Start developed a able for all our models and can be fitted to most
proper, centered embouchure and good tone. The other flutes. For additional information and your
stretching required to play flute with a traditional free copy of Dr. Rainey's monograph entitled "Why
head joint often pulls young students' lips off the the Head Start Head Joint?"just send us a request.
center of the embouchure opening.
For a demonstration, contact your Armstrong dealer.

Innovation.from the most respected
name in woodwinds.

�
�'I�,JJJ!f
rlUlJJi
tit,ZJ'ihfl

W.T. Armstrong Company. Inc
���Y�Jiana46515

OUR EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
SAYS...
How many .ways are there to say
thank you to the many dedicated
and talented music educators who
are the heart and structure of the
New Mexico
Music Educators
Association? I
have insufficient
words to express
the gratitude and
appreciation for
the hundreds of
Rollie Heitman hours New Mexico
Music Educators spent instructing
and leading the young musicians of
their schools to great achievement
in their endeavor of making music.
One has only to observe and listen
to the music making that takes
place in the All-State Music Groups

(t'I

By OSCAR SCHMIDT
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IT'S THE ORIGINAL .......!
DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS
Available from your local
M.E.G. Dealer

...

6

Baurn's Music, Inc.
2908 Eubank, N.E.
Albuquerque. NM 87112

to realize the outstanding training
and inspiration, not only in musical
performance but in intellectual,
moral, and citizenship that the stu
dents are gaining in their music
classes in their home schools.
The forty-first NMMEA All
State Music Festival and Inservice
Conference is now history. The
Music Department and the College
of Fine Arts of the University of
New Mexico again served as the
perfect Host. Sincere thanks and
appreciation are extended to Dr.
Peter Ciurczak, Chairman of the
Music Department, and Harold Van
Winkle, UNM Director of Bands.
Harold Van Winkle served as UNM
Coordinator for the Music Festival
and Inservice Conference. The crew
of UNM Music Students serving as
assistants were most efficient in
seeing that every piece of equipment
needed was in place at the right
time.
SPECIAL THANKS is extended
to the many NMMEA Music Educa
tors who served as presiding chair
men, door keepers and to those
who took care of the many other
tasks so vital to the smooth opera
tion of the NMMEA All-State Music
Festival and Inservice Conference.
A very important aspect of the
All-State Music Festival and Inser
vice Conference is the outstanding
exhibits the thirty Music Industry
Companies present with their
display of new music, learning mat
erials, and equipment, as well as
products for fund raising activities.
Each display was hosted by a repre
sentative of the company who is a
specialist in their field of Music Edu
c a t ion. They p r o vide much
assistance and practical advice to
music educators who visit with
them.
SPECIAL THANKS is extended
to BOB FARLEY and PONCHO

ROMERO of the Bob Farley Music
Center in Albuquerque for the
supervision and arrangement of the
Exhibits. Bob Farley also provided
coffee and donuts for the music edu
cators to enjoy while they learned
about new music learning materials,
equipment, and new approaches to
teaching music education.
More than seventy workshops,
demonstrations (including several
sessions on the use of electronics
and computers in music education),
and rehearsal sessions by our na
tionally recognized Guest Conduc
tors were scheduled and presented
for the 834 High School Students
(representing the best prepared an
talented students from New Mexic
Schools) and the 350 Music Educ
ators. The six All-State performin
groups (two Bands, two Choirs, an
two Orchestras) played to a full
Popejoy Auditorium at each
concert.
I wish to express my personal
thanks, congratulations and appre
ciation to all the NMMEA OF
FICERS. These dedicated persons
whose terms expired at the close o
the 1985 All-State are: Presiden
James Young, Band Director, Ala
mogordo Public Schools; Vic
President, Band, Donc'.ld E. Ger
heart, Los Alamos JHS; Vice Presi
dent, Chorus, Michael Cooke, De
Norte High School, Albuquerque
Vice President, Orchestra, Donn
Herron, Las Cruces High School,
Vice President, Elementary / JH
Music, Darlene Van Winkle, Albu
querque Public Schools; Vice Presi
dent, University Music Education
Duane J. Bowen, ENMU, Portales
Past President, Donald M.Hardisty
Las Cruces and Editor, New Mexic
Musician, Tom Dodson, Albuquer
que. These persons provided out
standing leadership and service i
bringing the 1985 NMMEA All
Continued on page 3
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Make sure your students play

the very best they can. Introduce them to the new
Yamaha YCL--20 student model B -- flat clarinet.
The new YCL-20 goes beyond
need to play their very best.
what you would expect a stu
The body, with a 5-year
dent clarinet to be. It repre
warranty, and made of high impact
sents all that a student clarinet
molded ABS resin, is unaffected
should be.
by weather and temperature, yet
To begin with, it's designed
provides uniform resonance in
for the student. And for the
every register as well as superb
beginning student, nothing is
tonal quality. The nickel-plated 17
more important than an instru
key, 6 ring mechanism and stain
ment you don't have to struggle less steel springs deliver super
with when learning the basics.
sensitive action. Hand finished
And as the student pro
tone holes and bore are precision
gresses and begins to play engineered for optimum tonal bal
more demanding music,
ance. And to reduce the possibility
he'll find the YCL-20
of damage during assembly, the
more than equal YCL-20 has a new bridge key
to the task.
mechanism.
That's because
Actually, when you get right
down to it, the new YCL-20
student model has many of the
features our most expensive pro
fessional models possess. Yet. the

YCL-20 is competitively priced.
Which makes it not only a superior
instrument but also a superior
value.
So introduce your students to
the new YCL-20. Let them dis
cover the joy and excitement of
playing the very best they can.

eYAMAHA

Play the very best you can.

Rare Old Instruments

Expert Repairs • Instrument Maker
Private Instruction• Rentals• Strings & Accessories
Name Brand New Instruments• String Sheet Music
Cash For Fine Quality Old Instruments
Call Don Robertson• 265�7697
3003 Monte Vista Blvd., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
.
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FROM THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION
PLEASE SEND ME information
1bout your music program. I speak
or New Mexico music education
:ons tan tly on requests from
throughout the
state and nation
a n d , t herefore ,
need to have cur
rent information
on your activities,
program expan
sions (or cuts),
Win Christian pri n t e d perfor
nance programs, newsletters, cur
'iculum materials , etc. Your input is
,ital and appreciated.
The recent announcement of
¥1ENC Goals for 1990 has sparked
nuch interest in what each state is
�oing with respect to achievement
f the goals . My reply to inquiries
bout New Mexico has been as
allows :

MENC Goal # 1 : Every student,
K- 1 2, shall have access to music
instruction in school. Educational
Standards For New Mexico
Schools states in Chapter 4. 1 .4

that each student's instructional
program shall include fine arts.
Very few New Mexico schools do
not offer music. We are close to
achieving this MENC goal.
MENC Goal #2: Every high
school shall require one unit of
credit in the arts for graduation .

Educational Standards For New
Mexico Schools requires (by

1986-1987) one credit in Fine
Arts or Practical Arts . We are
achieving this MENC goal .
MENC Goal #3 : Every college
and university shall require at
least one Carnegie unit of credit
in the arts for admission. Each
institution of higher learning in

New Mexico establishes its own
entrance requiremen t s , but
specifies that credits earned will
be the same as, or greater than,
those mandated by the State
Board of Education. Therefore,
all entering college freshmen will,
by 1 987, have one credit of fine
or practical arts. We will meet
this MENC goal earlier than
1990.
I am very encouraged by New
Mexico's position in these national
goals . Thanks for doing your part in
this achievement.
Win Christian
Music Specialist
New Mexico State Department of
Education
Education Building
Santa Fe, NM 87501-2786
PHONE: (505) 827-6573

Still the brassiest.
For a long time , K i ng has made the fu ll est l i ne of
brass i n stru ments i n the i ndustry. And for just as
l ong, K i ng has given music
educati on the fu l l est su pport ,
through its l ocal servi c i ng
deal ers .
K i ng probab ly al ways wil I .

KI N G

K I N G M U S I C A L I N STR U M E NTS, I N C .

33999 C U R T I S B O U L E V A R D • E A S T L A K E . O H I O 44094
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1 984 AND WELL BEYOND

(Can We Be Down To Earth and Still Reach for the Stars?)
Charles Leonhard
I was asked recently to speak at
a seminar of university music
educators on the future of music
education. During the coffee period
before my speech, one of the more
cynical music education professors
asked me if I had the nerve simply to
stand up and say that music educa
tion has no furture and sit down. I
replied that I had the nerve to do so
but would not because I believe that
music education does have a future
and a promising one, even though
the problems that we face are dif
ficult ones.
I am confident that I need not re
count the problems that we face
every day. Suffice to say that they
arise from financial difficulties,
reductions in force, the cry of back
to basics and other conditions in
education and public policy.
We must, however, recognize
that some of the problems are of our
own making.We have become over
ly specialized in music teacher
education; we have become overly
elitist in our attitudes and in our
operation; we have not sought to in
volve the public at large in the music
program; we have reduced our
clientele; we have emphasized the
externals of music at the expense of
its essence - its expressive import;
we have not developed in all
students musical skills which they
can and will use in their lives out of
school and after schooling is over;
and perhaps, most importantly, we
have not made a convincing case for
justifying the music program in the
minds of school administrators,
boards of education and the public
at large.
In my lifetime the music educa
tion profession has moved from
almost total reliance on external and
instrumental values of music educa
tion to a position based on aesthetic
consideration. The former position
was often characterized by inane
statements (the boy who blows a
10

horn will never blow a safe).Current
statements are often so vague and
esoteric that few people can under
stand them, especially laypersons.
I find curious the reluctance on
the part of the supposed intellectual
elite in music education to tackle
this problem of a convincing
justification for music education.
They theorize and philosophize but
avoid the hard questions. Many of
them have come to perceive
themselves as aes theticia n s ,
philosophers or researchers rather
than music educators.They wish to
stay above the fight in the pits and,
when challenged to come down to
earth, they respond with immortal
words, "That's not my job" or "I
don't do windows." I seek today to
come down to earth.
I think it important to recognize
that, amid all the difficulties we face
in the eighties, there are positive
forces at work. The spate of recent
reports on American education
from prestigious panels and com
miss ions has resulted in un
precedented statements of support
for the arts in education, statements
which should be useful to us in
establishing more convincingly than
we have in the past a viable justifica
tion for music education.
The Paideia Proposal, 1 produc
ed by a panel of educators and
scholars chaired by Mortimer Adler,
presents the position that the goals
of schooling should encompass "not
just earning a living but living well."
And that all people should be enabl
ed to enjoy as fully as possible all
the good that makes human living
worthwhile. The panel members
maintain that all people should learn
to enjoy and admire works of art for
their excellence. Performing, com
posing, discussing, and listening to
music develop that kind of apprecia
tion. Experimental programs based
on the content of this document are
being carried on in several Chicago

high schools.The required program
in cludes E nglish , scie n c e ,
mathematics, foreign language,
music, art and physical education.
Instruction involves intensive
reading and discussion of the
reading by students.
The Basic Academic Competen
cies,2 published by the College
Board, places the arts on an equal
footing with other academic sub
jects, a true first in the history of
prestigious publications concerned
with American education. In the
view of the panel established by the
College Board for the Educational
Equality Project, the arts:
1. "challenge and extend
human experiences";
2. represent "a unique record
of diverse cultures";
3.provide "distinctive ways of
understanding human beings
and nature";
4. represent "creative modes
by which all people can enrich
their lives by their own self ex
pression and by response to
the expression of others";
5. "enhance the quality of liv
ing, engage the imagination,
foster flexible ways of think
ing, develop disciplined effort
and build self confidence."
Ernest L. Boyer, the author of
the Report published by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Ad
vancement of Teaching, High
School: A Report on Secondary
Education in America, 3 supports
education in the arts with these
words:
The Arts are an essential part
of human experience; they are
not a frill. We recommend that
all students study the arts to
discover how human beings
use nonverbal symbols and
communicate not only with
words but also through music,
dance and the visual arts.
The concept of Aesthetic EducaNEW MEXICO MUSICIAN

tion has affected the thinking of
music educators during the past
thirty or so years . I am at least par
tially (some would say largely)
responsible for the emphasis on
Aesthetic Education . That concept
has provided a focus for the
graduate program at the University
of Illinois for the past 34 years . It
has been a useful focus, a valid
focus and a needed focus. It has
served the University of Illinois
graduate program and the profes
sion well .
I have consistently taken the
position that aesthetic considera
tions should pervade instruction in
music. This means the use of real
music in instruction ; the best
material for music instruction is
music itself. It means that the ex
pressive import of music merits
primary emphasis in instruction .
Music bereft of its expressive import
has no significant meaning; the
study of the structure of music and
its history must be carried on not as
separate subjects but as means to
enhanced appreciation of ex
pressive import of music .
I began emphasizing Aesthetic
Education more than 30 years ago
in Education. a now defunct journal,
with an article titled "Music Educa
tion: Aesthetic Education ."
At the time of the publication of
that article and during the interven
ing years , I never anticipated that
the concept of Aesthetic Education
would come to be used as the major
tenet in the justification for music
education . That has , however, hap
pened. As a result, the profession
has been sated with vague esoteric
statements of justification that no
one u n derstands including, I
suspect, most of the people who
make those statements.
Responding to the topic, "1 984
and Well Beyond" requires that we
accomplish two related but discrete
tasks: 1 ) establish a justification for
the music program that will be
understandable and convincing to
laypersons including school board
members , administrators , parents
and the public at large; and, 2)

SPRING, 1985

establish guidelines for the organiza
tion and conduct of the music pro
gram that will result in ongoing
demonstration of our ability to
achieve the results implicit in our
justification and, at the same time,
be consistent with the unique
character of music and musical
experience.
With regard to the first task, I br
ing for your consideration 1 1
statements having to do with
benefits of participation in the music
program . Some of these benefits are
intrinsic to music; others are in
strumental in nature and extrinsic to
music itself. In the process of
developing this paper, I have sub
mitted these statements to col
leagues and graduate students at
the University of Illinois and to a
broad range of practicing music
educators for review and comment.
All of the comments have been con
structive; some of the respondents
have been supportive while others

have expressed the opinion that I
am reversing my previous position
and moving away from the concept
of Aesthetic Education . I am ap
preciative of the efforts of the per
sons who have reviewed the
statements, but I accept full respon
sibility for their formulation.
I begin with a prefatory state
ment having to do with the cultural
importance of music , a s tatement
the es sence of which , I believe,
should undergird and permeate our
effort to justify the place of music in
the American educational system:

Music is a significant part of the
cultural heritage. Music educators
are the agents for the preservation,
refinement and transmission of that
heritage to each succeeding genera
tion of Americans.

The following benefits accrue
from participation in the music
program :
1 . Participation in the music
program inducts all students into

11

a unique system o f nonverbal
symbol s through which the
noblest thoughts and feelings of
human beings have been ex
pressed and can be communica
ted.
The ability to make and use
symbols is the distinctive trait of
the human mind. We have
developed verbal symbols which
constitute language, numerical
symbol s which cons titute
mathematics and a variety of
symbol systems which cons titute
the arts . A whole world of human
achievement exists outside the
realm of verbal and mathematical
symbols . Music , a truly unique
symbol system, has enabled
human beings to express their
loftiest thoughts and feelings
about all that makes life worth
living - love in its myriad forms ,
religion, patriotism, and nature.
An educational program which
neglects the rich and powerful
system of symbols found in
music is manifestly barren and
incomplete.
2. Participation in the music
program engages the imagination
of all students and enables them
to cultivate their imaginative
potential which contributes great
ly to the richness of living.
The contemporary world is
becoming increasingly mechaniz
ed and computerized. Every
passing year sees a greater
premium placed on prndictability,
standardization control and rule
governed behavior. The current
trend to emphasize the basics
will almost surely result in em
phasis on didactic instruction
and memoriter learning. As a
result, the atmosphere of the
school will become increasingly
anti-aesthetic and anti
imaginative. A music program
which serves as a spur to the im
agination and a stimulus to feel
ing is essential to the overall
development of children and
youth.
3. Participation in the music
program enables all students to

12

discover their level of musical
t a l e n t . G i fted n e s s i n volves
talents of many types including
verbal, mathematical, musical,
athletic and artistic . A major
thrust in the current pursuit of ex
cellence in education is to pro
vide for the education of the
gifted child. The very future of
the economy and culture of the
United State depends on the
identification of the gifted, which
is a major responsibility of the
system of public education . The
identification and nurturing of the
musically gifted are essential to
continuing enrichment of the
American Culture, and the music
program can contribute greatly to
that end .
4. Participation in the music
program enables all students to
develop their musical talent and
musicianship to the highest
possible level.
Musical talent, like all human
abilities , is distributed among the
population in varying degrees,
but all children possess an innate
responsiveness to music and can
find satisfaction in experience
with music . The development of
that talent and responsiveness ,
regardless o f level, provides a
basis for attainment of the good
life of which music and musical
experience are important
ingredients.
The music program has a
special responsibility for the nur
turing of students with high levels
of talent . The results of a doc
toral dissertation recently com
pleted at the University of Illinois
to determine influential forces in
the careers of profe s s ional
singers es tablished that ex
periences gained in the school
music program and reinforce
ment from music educators were
highly positive influences in the
development of the singers.
5. Participation in the music
program reveals to all students
the richnesss and breadth of our
musical heritage and facilitates
the preservation and transmis-

sion of that heritage. The Ameri
can musical heritage is rich and
varied. It includes art music and
folk music from the myriad of
cultures which are represented in
the population of the United
States . That heritage mirrors and
reveals the soul of the people in
those cultures, their yearnings ,
their aspirations, their modes of
perceiving themselve s , their
distinctive values and their way
of life.
Through the media, Muzak
and recordings , commercial
music pervades the lives of
American s . That m u s ic i s ,
howeve r , l i m i t e d i n s t y l e ,
soporific i n effect and often
suspect in its purpose. American
public education , which i s
responsible for the transmission
of the total culture, cannot for
sake the transmission of the
musical heritage.
6. Participation in the music
program prepares our people to
participate meaningfully in the
rites and rituals of the society.
It is difficult to imagine and
devastating even to contemplate
a society bereft of music . Public
and private events would indeed
be routine and lifeless without
the imaginative appeal of music .
Marriage and funeral rites , the
rituals of the churches , patriotic
celebrations, love affairs and,
yes, even athletic events gain
enriched meaning and
significance as the result of the
presence of appropriate music .
Where other than in the
public school music program can
all the children of all the people
be provided with the opportunity
to develop the musical skills that
enable them to participate in
these rites and rituals? The
answer is that no other agency,
public or private, can achieve this
result .
7 . Participation in the music
program provides all students
with the opportunity to develop
resources for a rewarding per
sonal life and for positive social
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interaction .
Music provides an ideal focus
for lifelong learning and for the
worthy use of leisure time in both
personal and social settings . The
person who has developed
musical skills and a basis for
making informed musical choices
is in a position to control the
quality of his or her musical life
and to make that life a matter of
choice, not a matter of chance.
Playing an instrument, sing
ing and listening to music that is
appealing all add a satisfying
dimension to the good life. These
activities are feasible only when
the school music program
develops the basic musical skills
and understandings that people
need to use music for their own
satisfaction , to play in school and
community bands , orchestras, to
sing in school , community and
church choirs and to contribute
to the musical life of the school
and the community.
Through participation in
school music performing groups,
students learn to cooperate and
work together for common goals,
the essence of a democratic
society. Each member of a per
forming group uses his or her
musical abilities to contribute to
the success of the group effort. In
the school this kind of
cooperative effort takes place on
ly in music and athletics . Music's
advantage lies in its being ac
ces sible to everyone, not only
during the school years but for a
lifetime.
8. Participation in the music
program provides a means to the
development of self-confidence.
Success in musical achieve
ment, which is possible to a
degree for all s tudents ,
represents a powerful means to
ego satisfaction and the develop
ment of self-confidence. Appear
ing successfully in public and
school performances as a soloist
or a contributing member of a
group enhances students' feel
ings of worth. This value of parSPRING, 1985

ticipating in bands, orchestras,
choruses, small ensembles and
mu s i c c l a s s e s a ff e c t s a l l
students. For students lacking in
tellectual prowess or athletic
ability, music may be the prin
cipal means to the development
of self-confidence.
9. Participation in the music
program provides a focus for
disciplined effort.
Participation in performance
groups and music classes pro
vides motivation for and requires
disciplined effort and systematic
work pointed toward the achieve
ment of a worthy goal . The rela
tionship between disciplined ef
fort and successful achievement
is dramatically demonstrated in
experience gained in school
choirs , bands, orchestras and
solo performance.
10. Participation in the music
program admits students to a
creative mode by which they can
enrich their lives through self ex
pression and response to the ex
pression of others .
Man is unique among earthly
creatures in his ability and desire
to express his feelings , his hopes,
his yearning, his innermost being.
Music is an ever present means
to such self expres sion . Self ex
pression through music run s the
gamut from the happy singing of
a child at play to the composi
tional output of a Beethoven.
The school music program
provides students with the skills
and understandings useful in
refining their own self expression
through music and in responding
to and appreciating the broad
range of music which represents
the creative achievement of com
posers of the past and the
present.
1 1 . The music program
enlivens the spirit of the students
and the school as a whole.
The direct effect of music on
feelings of both performers and
listeners makes it a powerful
force in the development of
Continued on page 39
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DRESS
RIGHT!

Your marching band and
corps will al ways be
dressed right in Sol Frank
Uniforms. Our tradition
of quality for over 60
years means:
• Prec i sion styling . . .
perfection t o the last dP.to i l
• Flaw less tmlonng for
flatter ing f i t
• Qual ity fabrics f o r durable
wea r and appealing
appearance

wl

Write
for 1n format 1on .
sa m p les and prices
A representat ,vE'
I S nE'OT ynu

SOL
FRANK

U N I FO R MS, INC.

702 S . Santa Rosa • P. O . Box ?. 1 39
San Antonio. Te xas 782 9 7
(512) 2 2 7 -5243
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TH E SOCI ETY FOR GENERAL
M U SIC IDEA EXCHANGE
The second annual "General
Music Sharing Fair" was held at the
NMMEA All-State Conference in
January . Several music teachers in
New Mexico contributed to this idei'\
exchange. Sincere appreciation is
extended to Janet Barnard (Clovis ) ,
Diane Bonnell (APS) , Marie Es
quibel and Olivia Riviera (APS),
Jeanne Hook (APS) , Ellen Mc
Cullough (UNM), and Eleanor

Ia

McKinney (Clovis) . May's Music
Co. , Bob Farley Music Center, and
Flim Flam Singing Telegrams
generously supported this project
through their donation of materials .
Leslie Leach, a music specialist
for the Silver City School District, is
the contributor for this issue of the
"Idea Exchange ." He composed the
song "Make Today A Good Day."
The focus of the song is on the

£]

lyrics . It was used to develop good
attitudes toward learning and living.
In addition, it may be sung to il
lustrate melodic direction.
If you would like to contribute
ideas to the SGM Idea Exchange,
please send them to Dr. Ellen Mc
Cullough, Fine Arts Center 1 1 09,
The University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque 8 7 1 3 1 .

MAKE T ODAY A G OOD DAY

Mak e t o- day a g ood day .

Its

i'fri w�h rhyt hm and a s ong ,

L . Leach

un- d er your c on-t rol .

Be-

£) I

Ha p- p1 -ne s s i s yours for t h e

wh ole day l ong 1

De

Bud Bradley

1 000 South Fo u rth Street
G reenv ille, IL 62246
AC 618 664-2000

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

Send us back our coupon. We'll send you our catalog free.

Name ________________
School ________________
Street_________________
City_______ State ___ Zip ____
Phone ________________

DeJ.\10l � . 1 000 S. Fourth St. , G reenv i l l e , I l l . 62246

��----------------------------------------(61 8) 664-2000
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1n S6CXX) 1n profits on
their very first safel
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WE PUT EVERYTHING IN
BUT THE COMPROMISES.
The new EMX integrated mixers .
Now you can buy a 6, 8, or 12 input integrated mixer with
uncompromising Yamaha quality, high output power, greater useable
gain , separate component flexibility, and one,piece convenience.
Plus :

Electronically balanced low,Z XLR inputs
Switchable pads and gain trim controls
3 , band equalizer with sweepable mid ,frequency
section on every channel
2 pre,fader, pre,EQ foldback sends on every channel
1 post ,fader, post ,EQ echo send per channel
Internal analog delay
Dual 9 , band graphic equalizers

Etv1 X l 50
• 6 i nrut cha n nels
• 71 wJtts . tereo 0utput
per channcl / 8 o h ms
• 1 50 watts stereo output
per cha nnel / 4 o h ms
E M X 200
• 8 input cha n nels
• 12 5 watts stereo output
per cha n nel / 8 l)hms
• 2 50 watts stereo output
per channel / 4 o h ms
E M X 300
• 1 2 i nput channels
• 12 5 watts stereo ou tput
per channel / 8 ohms
• 2 50 watts stereo output
per channcl / 4 ohms

C)YAMAHA

DRUM · - �:

GUITAR
26 1 7 RHODE ISLAND, N . E . ,

AL BUQU ERQU E, N . M . 871 1 0

(505) 298-55 1 9

VICE PRESIDENT REPORTS
ELEMENTARY
AND J UN IOR H IGH
Sherry Taylor

Plans are well underway for the
1986 All-State. Suggestions from
you are welcomed, please send me
your ideas . If you would like to pre
sent a session, please write or call
me by the middle of May. It will be
necessary for me to finalize sessions
during the early summer months.
Several notes of thanks deserve
a place in this column. Darlene serv
ed two terms and deserves a sincere
thanks from all of us for a job-well
done. Also, congratulations to Dar
lene for being selected as the first re
cipient of the "Dr. John M. Bat
cheller Award for Excellence In
Teaching Elementary School
Music." Districts will be asked to
submit names for this award plus
the Music Educator of the Year dur
ing the spring district meetings.
Thank you to the staff at UNM for
providing their services and support
in every area of the conference.
I am pleased that you entrusted
this responsibility to me for a two
year term. I will try to serve you to
the best of my ability. Please call or
write when you
know of some
thing that will need
attention and I am
sure somewhere in
this great state a
solution can be
found. At present
sessions are being
organized.Dr.Tom Dodson, Editor
of the New Mexico Musician and in
structor at UNM, will present a ses
sion on listening. Gere Edwards,
specialist in dance and movement
will present three sessions. I will be
contacting many of you during the
early part of the summer to help as
chairmen and sergeant-at-arms.
The fall issue will outline a "few"
new procedures concerning registra
tion for the sessions and checking
registrations for each session. The
SPRING, 1985

fee for the hired clinician has risen
and every dollar is needed for the
operation of the conference. I feel
certain you will assist in every way.
Persons who are members of
MENC and are registered at the
conference will need to wear their
official badge to be allowed ad
mission to each session. Persons
who do not belong to MENC will be
required to pay $10 for each session
they attend. All this makes good
business sense! There will be more
in the fall issue on the registration.

ORCHESTRA
Kurt Chrisman

I am sure all of you are busy pre
paring for spring concerts , festivals
and trips . It seems to come so
quickly. I hope the All-State Con
vention in January
gave you some
valuable ideas and
the motivation to
continue striving
for e x c ellence.
Donna Herron did
a superb job in ar
ranging all the
many clinics, conductors , and de
tails needed for a successful conven
tion.Thank you Donna! I hope I can
continue to maintain her high stan
dards. It also requires the help of
many people to make the conven
tion work smoothly. Many of you
have offered to help in the future as
well. I am sure I will be contacting
you.

We will have two fine conduc
tors for next year's All-State. Dean
Angeles of Loyola University will
conduct the Symphony Orchestra.
Milan Svambera of La Porte High
School in La Porte, Texas will con
duct the Concert Orchestra. I am
sure the students , as well as direc
tors, will enjoy these two expert
clinicians . I would also like to en
courage each of you to submit a
tape for consideration for next
year's Honors Concert. These con
certs provide teachers and students
an opportunity to hear fine student
musical performing groups which
they may not hear during the school
year. They also provide motivation
for high achievement in our own
musical performances. This is an
important event for all concerned.
The deadline for submitting an
honor group tape is June 1 , 1985.
Please let me know if you would like
to submit a tape or if you have ques
tions concerning the concert.
The string etudes, audition
dates, and audition sites are in this
issue. There have been some
changes in this year's audition pro
cedure.They were submitted by the
audition committee as outlined at
our section meeting during All
State. The following procedure has
been accepted by the NMMEA Ex
ecutive Committee. There will be
four auditioners (two for the Violin
and two for Viola, Cello, and Bass).
These people will be selected by the
Vice-President and his committee,
and will be drawn from the public

STRING AUDITION ETUDES
Violin
Viola
Violincello

Fiorillo
Kreutzer
Merk

Thirty-six Studies #9
Forty-two Studies #12
Twenty Studies, Op.11, #4

International
International
International

Bass Viol

Simandl

Thirty Etudes #7

International

(repeat the vivace and at the sign play the coda)

(Please observe all printed bowings)

SCALES - One major scale and its relative minor scale of the key of the student's
solo and shall be played in the following manner: Violin, Viola and Cello play three
octaves; String Bass play two octaves. The scale is to be played as quarter notes ,
single bow, up and down; the quarter note equaling 1 20 M.M.
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schools and the state universities.
There will be only two audition
sites. They are Albuquerque and
Las Cruces. Please note that the
dates will include Thursday evening
(Nov. 7) and all day Friday (Nov. 8)
in Albuquerque. The auditions will
be in Las Cruces on Saturday Nov.
9. The new fee for auditioning will
be $3.50 per student.
I am in the process of setting up
clinics for next year's All-State. One
area I am working on is a clinic
covering Mid-High and High School
problems and suggestions. If you
have suggestions for next year,
please let me know. I welcome your
ideas. I hope you have a productive
spring and please feel free to con
tact me with your ideas, concerns,
or suggestions.

STRING AUDITION
CENTERS AND DATES
Albuquerque
Las Cruces

November 7&8
November 9

CHORAL

size will be reduced five per section.
The total number will be 240. The
Girls' Chorus will remain the same.
The selection of next year's group
will be based on: Solo (60%), Tonal
Memory (20%) and Sight-Reading
(20%). Since the ensemble piece is
deleted, I suspect that there will be
many more students vying for these
positions.
Festivals and spring concerts
should put you "In The Mood" to
send Honor Choir tapes. The post
mark deadline for these is June 1,
1985. I will also need a letter from
your school superintendent stating
that if chosen by the committee,
your group will be permitted to par
ticipate in the Honor's concert.

The suggested choral programs
for next year look very exciting. The
conductors are: Mixed Choir - Dr.
Douglas McEwen, Arizona State
University; Girl's Chorus - Dr. Ann
Jones, Tift College, Forsyth,
Georgia.
If you have any ideas that would
improve next year's convention,
please let me know.

VOCAL AUDITION
CENTERS AND DATES
Las Cruces
Roswell
Portales
Albuquerque
Santa Fe

November 4
November 5
November 6
November 7
November 8

GIRLS CHORUS PROGRAM
Domine, Non Sum Dignus
An Immorality
Songs and Romances
Op. 44, 7-10
Pueri Hebraeorum
(SSAA-SSAA)
Three Mountain Ballads
Laughing Song

Victoria
(Cox, ed.)
Copland

Lawson-Gould 51901 (Latin)
E.C. Shirmer

444

Brahms

E.B. Marks

107 (English)

Thompson
Nelson, arr.
Pfautsch

E.C. Schirmer
Elkan-Vogel
G. Schirmer

492
3075
51949

A. V. Wall
I know that you would like to
join me in thanking Michael Cooke
for serving in so capable a manner
for the past two years as your
Choral Vice-President. He did an
outstanding job and will be an inval
uable resource to me for my term of
office.
We are arranging activities and
workshops for next year's All-State
Convention. It takes us all to have a
good convention; so, I will be getting
in touch with many of you in the
near future asking you to contribute
your time and talent again. A sight
singing workshop with David
Bauguess of Montrose, Colorado, is
in the planning stages. The decision
to reduce the size of the All-State
Mixed Choir was approved at our
meeting of February 22, 1985. The
18

MIXED CHORUS PROGRAM
Paratum cor ejus - Vivaldi, Hinshaw Music #HMC-180
(in Latin) Sl, Al , Tl, Bl - Chorus I
(including Antiphon) SIi, AIi, TII, BIi - Chorus II
Our Pearls and Corals - Handel, Belwin #Oct 2402
(in English)
The Dance - Schubert, Bourne #8202945-357 (English)
Ave Maria - Rachmaninoff, H.W. Gray #Rach6
(we must use this edition because the English
corresponds to the original Russian phrasing)
Alleluia - Pinkham, E.C. Schirmer #3110
Down in the Valley - Mead, Galaxy #1.1716.1 (men's voices)
From "Five Childhood Lyrics" - Rutter, Oxford Press #53.108
Monday's Child
Sing a Song of Sixpence
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN

BAN D
John Sch u tz

My first official act as Band
Vice-President has to be a public
thank you to Don Gerheart who just
completed two very successful
years in office.He has handed down
a complete and most organized
record of the duties and responsibil
ities which he has fulfilled. Believe
me, they are most helpful.
The 1986 All-State preparation
is in full swing. I am pleased to an
nounce that our 1986 All-State
Band Clinicians are Bob Foster
from the University of Kansas, who
will conduct the Symphonic Band,
and Dr.James Jorgensen from Red
lands University, California. He will
direct the Concert Band. Their pro
grams appear in this issue.
Also listed in this issue are the
wind and percussion audition
materials. After the discussion at
our band section meeting, I met with
several directors
and have selected
the material from
the same set of
books used last
year. W e will ,
however, need to
be looking for replacement etude
1
books. Suitable material is limited in
some areas. Thanks to all who
helped me in the selection process.I
have i ndicated suggested
metronomic markings for the
etudes. The scales to be performed
"in concert key" should be played as
fast as possible with good tone and
execution over the full range of the
instrument.
The postmark deadline for
Honor Band tapes is June 1 , 1985. I
will need a cassette tape of this

WIND & PERCUSSION
AUDITION CENTERS
AND DATES
Las Cruces
Roswell
Albuquerque
Santa Fe
SPRING, 1 985

November
November
November
November
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year's performance of each group
for the committee to listen to. Also
required is a letter from your ad
ministration stating, if chosen, your
group will be able to play on the
January 9, 1986 Honor Concert.
This year priority will be given to
Class AAA and smaller schools in
cluding junior high and middle
school bands. Send all tapes to:
John Schutz
5350 Jornada Rd. So.
Las Cruces, N.M. 88001
At present I have received only
one letter from the universities
concerning the Friday evening con
cert/clinics. I encourage you to send
in any ideas for clinics, concerts, for

the Friday evening performance as
soon as possible.
If you have any suggestions for a
clinic or if you would like to present
one, please write a brief letter to me
describing your presentation.

NOTICE

The WNMU Cam-Com Jazz
Concert given at All-State this past
January was not recorded on tape.
Dr. Tietze has requested that any
one who may have recorded the per
formance on a portable recorder
contact him. The University would
like to make a copy.
Dr. William Tietze
Call Collect at (505) 538-66 1 6
or (505) 388- 1342.

Wind and Percussion Audition Titles
PICCOLO AND FLUTE:
Selected Studies for Flute
Voxman
last 4 lines
page 1 2
quarter = 60
page 6 1
quarter = 1 32- 1 60
last 8 lines
page 64
quarter = 104
first 5 lines
OBOE and ENGLISH HORN:
Ferling
48 Famous Studies for Oboe and Saxophone
Quarter = 1 20
#16
Eighth = 72
#35
BASSOON:
Bassoon Studies Opus 8, No 2
Weissenborn
#21
First 7 lines to key change
quarter = 72
dotted quarter = 1 32
#28
Eb and Bb SOPRANO CLARINET:
32 Etudes for Clarinet
C Rose
Quarter = 56
# 3
#10
Quarter = 1 1 2- 1 1 6
ALTO, BASS, CONTRA-ALTO, and
CONTRA BASS CLARINET:
Advanced Studies
Weissenborn/Rhoads (B-256)
# 7
Allegro Assai
Dotted quarter = 1 20
# 8
Marcia
Quarter = 1 1 6
#20
Lento
Eighth = 80
SAXOPHONE:
Ferling
48 Famous Studies for Oboe and Saxophone
Eighth = 80
# 5
dotted quarter = 84
#18
TRUMPET and CORNET
27 Melodious and Rhythmical Exercises
Small
# 6
Andante
Quarter = 76
Quarter = 92
Moderato
Allegretto
Quarter = 1 08
#27
First 7 lines
Dotted quarter = 60
FRENCH HORN:
Kopprasch
60 Selected Studies for French Horn
Book 2
eighth = 60
#46
#43
Dotted quarter = 1 1 6
,
TENOR TROMBONE
Selected Studies for Trombone
Voxman
Page 1 6
dotted quarter = 56
Page 45
Allegro Moderato
Quarter = 1 1 6

Rubank

Southern

C. Fischer

C. Fischer

Southern

Southern

C. Fischer

C. Fischer

Rubank
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BASS TROMBONE:
24 Studies by Gregoriev
eighth = 138
# 4
Quarter = 1 12
# 6
BARITONE:
Selected Studies for Baritone
Voxman
Page 18
& 19
Allegro giusto
Quarter = 1 16
Page 30
Adagio Cantabile Quarter = 72
TUBA:
60 Selected Studies
Kopprasch/Roberts
Allegro Quarter = 144
#43
Meno Mosso
Quarter = 88
First 3 lines
Larghetto
Eighth = 72
#56
SNARE DRUM:
Albright
Contemporary Studies for the Snare Drum
Quarter = 128
#23
Dotted Quarter = 80
#54
MELODIC PERCUSSION:
Goldberg
Modern School for Xylophone, Marimba, Vibraphone
page 97
to letter J
Dotted quarter = 120
page 54
#IV Allegro
quarter = 1 16
page 54
#I Adagio
quarter = 60
TIMPANI:
The Solo Timpanist
26 Etudes
Firth
page 7
#II
quarter = 138-152
page 45
eighth = eighth
#XXV
quarter = 1 12

International

Rubank

King

Mills

Chappell

C. Fischer

REQUIRED SCALES
Please Note!! 1986 All-State scales will be listed by concert pitch. Auditioners will ask for the
scales in concert pitch. Example: Ab concert scale - alto sax will play F Major.
Required scales are: Concert Ab, Eb, Bb, F, C, G, D, and A Major Scales, plus the Chromatic scale
within the practical range of the instrument.
Snare Drum: 13 Rudiments (Auditioner may select 3).
Timpani: Demonstrate ability to tune and single stroke rolls.

SYMPHONIC BAND PROGRAM
Ye Banks and Braes
o'Bonnie Doon
Invocation and Toccata
Folk Dances

Percy Grainger
James Barnes
Shostakovich/
Erickson

Schirmer
Southern
Belwin

(Additional works yet to be selected)

CONCERT BAND PROGRAM
Canzona
Elsa's Procession to
the Cathedral
Manhattan Beach March
Four Symphonic Chorales
• Incantation and Dance

Peter Mennin

Fischer

Wagner/Cailliet
Sousa/Fennell
Warren Barker
Chance

Jensen
Presser
Jensen
Boosey Hawkes

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
from page 4
be made in audition fees, participa
tion fees, and dues from time to
time. (And admire Rollie Heltman's
ability to control the purse strings
and make ends meet.)

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE
Plan now to attend All-State
next January 8th through the 11th
at UNM in Albuquerque. Read your
vice-presidents' columns, and note
the deadlines for submitting honor
group audition tapes.Being selected
to perform at the All-State Honor
Concert will gain attention from
your administrators and community
and can motivate more students to
become a part of what you teach.
Study the revisions of the All
State audition procedures, order the
audition materials, and encourage
your best students to audition. Set
up times to help potential All-State
members prepare the audition
materials. This is a great way to get
next year's top students to set pro
ductive goals and improve their
musicianship.
Become actively involved in your
New Mexico Music Educators
Association. If you see the need for
constructive change in our associa
tion, get in touch with the ap
propriate vice-president for sug
gestions to implement your ideas.
Consider attending the next
MENC National In-Service Confer
ence on April 9-12, 1986, in Ana
heim, California. If you are thinking
about taking a performing group to
that conference, write Harriet
Mogge, MENC Director of Meetings
and Conventions, 1902 Association
Drive, Heston, Virginia 22091, for
information about MENC's selec
tion process or check your January
1985 Music Educators Journal.
If you have questions or sugges
tions, please call or write. I am
honored to be your president, and
look forward to serving you these
next two years.

• Dr. Jorgenson is programming a new manuscript this spring that may replace this number on the
program . If so a notice will be placed in the fall edition of the NM Musician.
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USIC CAMP '85
Eastern New Mexico University
Schoo·1 of Music
July 7 - 1 3
Who:

••

,�111... > �1�

Junior and Senior H igh Students who have basic
skills in reading music and in sing ing or playing a n
instrument.

What: One private lesson or master class per day
Two smal l ensemble rehearsals per day
Two classes per day
- Rhythm Reading or M usic Theory
Basics and a choice ot.
- All-State Auditions Preparations
NM. TX. (Grades 9-1 2 )
- Computers and Music
- Jazz I mprovisation
- Stereo Equipment
One activity class per day
Plus: Concerts. Recitals. Productions

Cost $1 85.00
( includes room. board. tuition)

Registration deadline: June 1 , 1 985
More Information:
Karyl Lyne. Coordinator
ENMU
Portales. NM 88 1 30
505-562-23 78

SPRING, 1 985
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"Where Musicians Spend Their Summers"
Summer Music Workshop - Short Courses
June 3 - July 26
Department of Music
College of Fine Arts
University of New Mexico

SUMMER WORKSHOPS, SHORT COURSES,
MASTERCLASS ES
"Sharon, Lois, and Bram" (1 Hr . )
A workshop for teachers, music specialists , and
parents , Pre- school to Grade 6.
June 12 - June 1 4

Sharon Hampson
Lois Lilienstein
Bram Morrison
of "Elephant Records"
Dr. Ellen McCullough, U . N . M .

Flute Techniques - Mid School Clinic ( 1 Hr. )
June 2 4 - June 28

Claire Johnson
Southern Methodist University

Folk Dance for Elementary Teachers (1 Hr. )
July 1 0 - July 1 2

Geraldine Edwards
Emporia State University

Single Reeds for Teachers ( 1 Hr. )
July 1 0 - July 1 2

Keith Lemmons , U . N . M .

Marching Band Techniques ( 1 Hr . )
July 1 3 - July 1 4

J. Russell Laib
University of
Missouri - Columbia

For Teachers o f Instrumental Music ( 1 Hr. )
July 1 5 - July 1 9

Dale Kennedy
University of Missouri and
members of the U . N .M. faculty

"Silver Burdett Workshop" for Elementary Teachers
July 1 7 - July 1 9

Janet Bailey and associates from
Silver Burdett

The Santa F e Opera Season , 1 985 ( 1 Hr. )
Tuesday nights
June 4 - July 2

Dr. Karl Hinterbichler, U . N . M .

The Summer Session will also include courses i n Ear-Training and Theory, Group Piano, Music Appreciation, Jazz History,
Music Appreciation, Jazz History, Music for Elementary Teachers , General History of Music, Twentieth Century Music, Twen
tieth Century Composition, Philosophy of Music Education, Composition and Applied Music (Guitar, Piano, Voice, Clarinet,
Saxophone, Trumpet, Horn, Trombone, Tuba).
For complete information, course descriptions , fees, credits , housing, enrollment, write:

SUMMER MUSIC WORKSHOP SUPERVISOR
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
UNIVERSITY OF NEW M EXICO
AL�UQU ERQU E, NEW MEXICO 87 1 3 1
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DISTR ICT NEWS
DISTR ICT 1
SOUTHWEST
Kurt Steinhaus
With the availability of the new
Music Complex at New Mexico
State University, the Southwest dis
trict is looking forward to an entirely
new festival
schedule this year.
The strings have
already had their
Solo and En
semble Fes tival
d u r i n g the fall
semester . One of
the changes that
came about during the last district
meeting were some new rules for
sight reading at large group fes
tivals. Please note any of the rule
changes that may affect your per
forming group. A copy of the new
rules should be sent along with the

other festival information. A s the
festivals unfold this spring, keep in
mind any suggested improvements
that could be presented at the next
district meeting.
The spring district meeting will
be held at Ruidoso High School,
May 1 1 , 1985, at 1 0:00 (Danny
Flores). I would like to encourage
you to attend the meeting and
spend a nice day in Ruidoso. Some
of the topics to be covered during
the meeting will include 1 ) election
of officers, 2) nominations for the
"New Mexico Educator of the Year
Award" and the "Dr . John Bat
chellor Award for Excellence in
Teaching Elementary Music," 3) es
tablishment of a committee to up
date the district constitution , and 4)
development of the 1 985-86 district
festival schedule. Hope to see you
at the spring meeting.

DISTR ICT 2
SOUTH EAST
Wayne Anderson
The Southeast District can be
very proud of the Carlsbad High
School T roubadors and their direc
tor, Carol Brashear, for the out
st a n ding perfor
mance they gave
on the honors con
cert at All-State.
The spring busi
ness meeting will
be at the Loving
ton High School
Band Room Satur
day, May 18 at 9:30 a.m. I urge
each of you to be present as impor
tant matters pertaining to our dis
trict music events will be discussed.
The honor concert groups are
selected during the summer by
taped audition . If you would like for
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your group to be considered for this
concert, please submit a tape to
your Vice-President. Details and
deadlines can be found elsewhere in
the magazine.
Best of luck with your spring
concerts and have a good summer.

DISTRICT 4
NORTH CENTRAL
Vidal Gallegos

Saludos from North Central Dis
trict. Music festivals are the major
news items from this area with the
highly successful All-District Clinic
in Espanola in
November and the
Solo and En
semble Festival in
Los Alamos in
February already
h i s t o r y . Large
G roup Festivals
are in the planning

stage for April 18 for bands and
April 25 for choruses in Pecos .
We are indeed fortunate for the
many "doers" and "movers" in our
district membership. Enthusiasm
and participation are never lacking
and, as a result, our students are
provided with the incentives that
promote recognition and rewards
for good work and high achieve
ment that might otherwise not be
realized. The spirit and intent of
New Mexico Music Educators
Association is alive and well in the
North Central District!
Members \.Jill be notified by mail
of the date of our spring meeting
which will be of great importance to
all schools. The agenda will include
nomination and election of officers
and selection of sites for next year's
events.
To all our collegues, best wishes
for successful year-end activities
and for a summer that will be both
restful and rewarding.

DISTRICT 5
NORTHEAST
Bill Crary

District #5 has just completed
its yearly Solo & Ensemble Festival
on February 9th. The festival was
hosted this year in Springer, New
Mexico by Mike
Higgins . It was a
very s u c c e s s ful
festival for all con
cerned. Believe it
or not, schedules
ran on time and
everyone enjoyed
themselves. Our
large group band festival was held
on the 23rd of March in Clayton.
Adjudicators this year were: Harold
Van Winkle, Tom Dodson, and
Floren Thompson. Our large group
choir festival was held on the 27th
of March, also in Clayton. Ad
judicators for the choir festival were:
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Alan Schmitz, Paul Formo, and
Vidal Gallegos.
We are all looking forward to
our Honor Band and Choir Festival
to be held in Raton with guest clin
icians Win Christian (Band) anrl
Gerhardt frack (Choir) on April
1 9th and 20th. It should be an en
riching experience for all students
and directors alike. (Just a reminder
to all band and choir directors in
District #5, let's all have the music
ready for district. )
Finally, our spring meeting will
be held on April 20th during our
honors festival. I hope all of you are
having a good year and prepara
tions are going well for your district
band and choir festivals .

DISTR ICT 6
SOUTHWEST
Sofia M. Sanchez

For Central District Six, 1985
started with a busy schedule. For
starters we would like to welcome
back Bunki Hudson who filled the
Choral position at
Los Lunas High
vacated by Mark
Zwilling who has
taken a position in
Roswell . Welcome
back Bunki, and
good luck to Mark
from all of us. We
also have several other new direc
tors who have shown an active in
terest by joining in Solo / Ensemble.
Frank Pecastaing in Reserve ,
George Willink , Jemez Day School,
Denise Baccadutre, Moriarty and
also Sergio Manriquez , Cochiti /
Santo Domingo and John Nelson,
Jemez Springs . Welcome to all of
you.
The Choral and Instrumental
Solo I Ensemble Festival have both
gone smoothly, thanks to good
planning by hosts Bunki Hudson
(Choral) and Roger Alt (Instru
mental) . Our Honor Band / Honor
Choir Festival is fast approaching
SPRING, 1 985

and promises to be an exciting
event . Guest clinicians are Norvil
Howell, Band, from the Clovis
M u n icipal School s and Mark
Scholz, Choral, from Albuquerque.
This festival will be in Los Lunas on
March 28-29. Following this event
will be the Instrumental Large
Group Festival which will be held in
Belen on April 24 and the Choral
Large Group Festival will also be in
Belen , May 1.

After all of these activities, it will
be time for Spring Concerts, other
out-of-state festivals and finally
graduation ceremonies .
This has been a full year for
Central District Six directors and
students and I would like to thank
every director for his / her participa
tion and all the assistance many of
you have given to me and the dis
trict. W e can only get better by con
tinuing to work together.

****** * ** * *�***** * ** **
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NEWS FROM NAJ E
Ron Lipk.a
Jazz education is certainly alive
and well in New Mexico and
throughout the Southwest as de
monstrated by the plethora of activ
ities since our last report.
Jazz at All-State. Jazz has be
come an exciting and integral part of
All-State. The first-ever Wednesday
night jazz concert was a resounding
success . The program by Pancho
Romero's Albuquerque Jazz Or
chestra was attended by an au
dience so large that it overflowed
the hall into the aisles and onto the
stage itself. Tony Campise with his
saxophone and flute electrified the
audience. The concert was followed
by an NMSU reception at the Four
Seasons . The "party" featured jazz
by "The Firehouse Five" and John
Harding's lmprov groups . Jazz con-

tinued on Friday with a clinic by the
NMSU improv classes and the
regular reading session with the
AJO and volunteers. A special
touch was added at noon as the
Firehouse Five set up outside the
Fine Arts center for a jam session .
Winding up the jazz events was the
premiere Albuquerque performance
of Bill Tietze's Cam-Com Jazz
Coalition from Western New Mex
ico University. This band represents
the essence of music education
aims in America, that of pooling
local resources and talents in a com
munity to perform American music
with all the love and enthusiasm re
quired to put music into the lives of
the average citizen. Our special
thanks to the people who jazzed up
the 1 985 All-State: Pancho Romero
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and all the cats in the AJO; Bill
Tietze and the Cam-Com Jazz
Coalition; John Harding, Jerry
Hoover and the NMSU bunch; Joe
Keith's Music Mart; Bob Farley
Music and Tony Campise.
All-State Jazz Band. John Har
ding has volunteered to study the
possibility of a New Mexico All
State Jazz band. He would be most
happy to entertain any suggestions
for this study. Please contact him at
NMSU .
NAJE Jazz Festival. The first
annual NAJE Jazz Festival is his
tory. On February 20 sixteen bands
from across the state participated in
this event at the Albuquerque
Academy. Chaired by Ken Adkins
the festival was a huge success.
Each band performed a program for
thirty minutes followed by a forty
five minute clinic and sight-reading
session with one of the clinicians .
Adjudicator-Clinicians were Tony
Campise from the New School of
Music in Austin , Gene Lewis from
UTEP, Jeff Piper from UNM and
Bob Kehrberg from ENMU . In addi
tion, there were jazz clinics by Bob
Montgomery (courtest of Yamaha
Inc . ) , Albuquerque saxophonist
John Truitt, Pat Rhoads and Marty
Martini. The Festival has received
the prestigious "NAJE Approved
Event" status. Scholarships for out
standing performance were award
ed to Teri Burch of Eldorado High
School, Jesse Lieberman of Del
Norte, Lee Taylor of Manzano and
to the Manzano Band Director,
Bruce Dalby. This event and the
scholarships were made possible
through the cooperation of NAJE,
the W. T. Armstrong Corporation,
The Southern Comfort Corpora
tion, Yamaha, INC, Win Christian,
Luchetti Drum and Guitar, The Al
buquerque Academy, Joe Keith's
Music Mart, Rich Matteson's Tellur
ide Jazz Academy and the Jamey
Aebersold Jazz Clinics.
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NEW MEXICO ACDA CHOIR CAMP

WHEN:
Wednesday, July 24, 1 985 to Saturday, July 27, 1 985
WHERE: Eastern New Mexico University, Portales Campus
CAMP CONCEPT: A camp for high school students to participate in a large group
choral experience, with emphasis on some of the music to be performed
by the 1 986 New Mexico All-State Choir.
Camp Director:
Camp Clinician:
ENMU Liaison:

COST:
$100 per student

Wayne Anderson, New Mexico ACDA President
David Gerig, ENMU Choral Conductor
Paul Formo, ENMU Dean of Fine Arts

Fees include:
$ 1 5 housing ($5/night - student must supply linens ,
pillow, blanket)
$26 meals ($6.50/day, 3 meals a day)
$59 tuition (for every two girls attending from a school,
one boy may attend at half tuition)
Note:

Private lessons a vailable, at $5/30-min. lesson

SCHEDULE:

8:00 - 10:30 a.m.
Rehearsal
10:45 - 1 1 :45 a.m.
Class
1 :00 - 2:00 p .m.
Sectionals
2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Class
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Rehearsal
Evening: Private lessons, activities , director's sessions

DEADLINES:

June 1 - Registration Deadline
$25 deposit (refundable only until refund deadline, July 1)

Application Form

NEW MEXICO ACDA CHOIR CAMP
July 24-2 7 , 1 985

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Last Name ___________ First Name ____________
Mailing Address __________________________
City, State, Z ip __________________________
Phone (
) _______ Age
Sex ___ Grade Next Year ____
Circle Voice Classification:
Soprano
Alto
Tenor
Bass
Director _______
School attending (85-86)
Parent Signature ____________________________
Return to:
Paul Formo, ENMU
School of Music
Portales, NM 88 1 30
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UNIVERSITY NEWS
WESTERN
NEW MEXICO
UNIVERSITY

The Annual Senior-Junior High
Honor Bands Reading Clinic was
held on January 25 in the Fine Arts
Auditorium and the Music Depart
ment Rehearsal Hall.
Guest Clinician Directors were
Ross Ramsey, Director of Bands at
Mayfield High in Las Cruces, and
John Schutz, Director of Bands at
Lynn Junior High in Las Cruces.
One hundred and sixty-one band
smen were in attendance represen
ting fifteen Junior and Senior High
Schools.
The clinic is designed to give the
top instrumental music students an
opportunity to perform the newest
music literature as a group, hear
critiques from the director-clinician
and give the directors a chance to
evaluate the music literature for
possible concert or festival perfor
mance. The Music Mart, The Music
Box and the Western New Mexico
University Wind Ensemble were
hosts for the clinic.
The W.N.M. U. Wind Ensemble
will be going on tour April 1-3 in
Eastern Arizona and Southwestern
New Mexico.
The Annual Gila Summer Band
Camp will be held on June 16-22
from Junior and Senior High School
students. During the same period of
time there will be a Directors
Workshop. Please see the full page
ad in this issue for details.
Roger Brandt, Chairman and
Associate Professor of Music at
Western New Mexico University,
will retire at the end of this school
year after teaching 34 years in the
state of New Mexico.
He started his career in 1951 at
Lordsburg where he taught band
and chorus until 1963 when he was
named Director of Bands at
Western N.M. University. He held
this position until 1981. He was
named Chairman of the Department
in 1982.
SPRING, 1985

Mr. Brandt was a long-time
member of M.E.N.C. and served as
state vice-president of band of two
terms.

NEW MEXICO
STATE
UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO

Dr. John Harding will give a
week-long series of workshops on
jazz improvisation, trumpet, and
stage band techniques at the
University of Alberta-Calgary in
The sixteenth annual
March.
NMSU Jazz Festival will be held
April 12-13 . At least 15 high school
and college bands will attend. The
NMSU Trumpet Ensemble under
the joint direction of Dr. Gordon
Mathie, Visiting Professor from
SUNY-Potsdam, will perform at the
I n ternational Trumpet Guild
meeting at UNM in May.An interim
course on jazz pedagogy for
teachers will be offered.
The new Music Center was
designated one of the ten best
buildings of 1984 erected in New
Mexico. An article in the New Mex
ico Business Journal will appear this
month.
A concert dedicating the new
structure will be presented on March
31 featuring various groups from
the music department. A number of
dignitaries will be on hand for the
dedication and the inaugural of Dr.
James Halligan , the new President
of NMSU.

"'

A concert of compositions by
Dr. Warn er Hu tchis on was
presented February 20 at San Diego
State University as part of the "Meet
The Composer" series.

Five students majoring in music
at the University of New Mexico
have been selected to compete at
the national level in two different
contests this Spring. Following their
being chosen as the most outstan
ding in their divisions at the state
and district levels, Fred Bugbee, per
cussionist, and Lucinda Fisher,
oboist, will visit Detroit to par
ticipate in the "Finals" of the Music
Teachers National Association an
nual competition.
Linda Ewing, graduate voice ma
jor, will travel to Kansas City to ap
pear in the finals of "Young Artists
Competition" of the National
Federation of Music Clubs. Ms. Ew
ing, along with undergraduate voice
majors Kyle Marrero, baritone, and
Jeanette DeTevis, soprano, com
peted successfully to win "first
place" at the state level in Albuquer
que and at the district level in
Denver. Marrero and DeTevis have
forwarded tape recordings, and their
talents will be judged at the national
finals of the undergraduate event.
Recent clinics at the University
of New Mexico featured prominent
musician-teachers from the campus

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO !IUSIC CO.
825 CERRILLOS RD.
SA NTA FE, N . M . 8750 1

Linda M . Dixon-Owner
Catherine Lam oreux-Manager
Anita Sanchez-Clerk

P hone 983-793 1
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as well as from the concert hall.
Pepe Romero, guitar virtouso, Rolf
Smedvig, trumpet soloist formerly
of the Boston Symphony Or
chestra, Dr. John Anderson, chair
man of the Woodwind Department
at the University of Minnesota, and
the String Trio of New York
presented master classes for town
and gown .
The Guarnari String Quartet will
be in residence at the University of
New Mexico May 28 through June
7, appearing as prinicipal artists for
the June Music Festival . Joining the
quartet will be David Shifrin,
clarinetist, Robin Graham, French
hornist, and Lee Levisi, pianist.
The Louis Xavier Schmidt
Memorial Recital will be held in
Keller Hall , April 2 1 . Featured ar
tists will be the winners of this, the
first Schmidt competition .
Established by Mrs . Louis Schmidt
and Glanville Travel Ltd . , this Spr
ing's event will feature a UNM
pianist ( $ 1 000) and a UNM singer

($500) . Judges for the competition
will be William Weinrod, New Mex
ico Symphony Orchestra, Ralph
Berkowitz, former director of the
Berkshire Music Festival, and
Stanley Fletcher, Professor of Piano
Emeritus , University of Illinois.
Mrs . Margaret Engler of Albu
querque, a renown pianist of
popular music, has established a
scholarship for a graduate pianist
majoring in performance. Mrs .
Engler, long a friend of the Depart ment of Music, still practices daily
on campus .

EASTERN
NEW MEXICO
UNIVERSITY
In celebration of the 300th An
niversary of Bach's birthday, the
School of Music presented a four
day Bach Festival, March 20, 2 1 ,
22 and 24. Performances included
An Evening of Harpsichord Music
by Dr. Susan Partrick from the Un-

viersity of New Mexico, a Celebra
tion of Bach's Birthday on March 2 1
featuring ENMU's Wind Ensemble,
Orchestra and Concert Choir as
well as the handbell choirs from the
First Methodist Church in Portales,
a recital of chamber music featuring
faculty and students, and a perfor
mance of the St. John Passion by
the New Mexico Symphony Or
chestra and the ENMU Concert
Choir under the direction of NMSO
conductor, Roger Melon .
The firs t annual Concerto
Award Competition was held
February 6 with six instrumentalists
competing on flute, violin , trumpet,
piano, cello and viola. Judges,
Eunice Schumpert of Portales and
Dr. Sara Montgomery of Roswell,
named violist, Doug Jones , winner.
Jones , a junior from Albuquerque,
will perform Rapsodie from Suite
Helbraique by Ernest Bloch on the
April 15 ENMU Orchestra Concert .
Eastern is pleased to announce
that senior piano pedagogy and per-
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formance major, Deanna Walker,
has been commissioned to compose
a work by the New Mexico Music
Teachers Association. The work
will be premiered at the 1985 state
convention to be held in Albuquer
que in November. Walker, who has
performed w i t h t h e E N M U
Greyhound Sound Marching Band,
Wind Ensemble and Jazz Ensem
ble, has been composing music
since childhood. Her instrumental
works include a number of jazz
pieces for small ensemble and a
sonata for clarinet with piano
accompaniment.
SpecArt - The Arts in Special
People Day. ENMU Music
Therapy's day of sharing the arts
with physically, emotionally and
mentally handicapped will be held
on Wednesday, April 24. The day
includes workshops in art, instru
ment making, singing, movement
and autoharps. Performances in
solo and group dance, vocal and in
strumental music complete a very
happy day for some very special
people.
The ENMU College of Fine arts
is please to be able to offer a series
of courses this summer designed
especially for public school teachers
needing to earn graduate hours
while gaining some specific skills in
the arts.The classes are offered for
a range of one to four hours each as
non-major courses in art, music and
theatre. In Art, teachers can get ex
perience in drawing, ceramics,
sculpture, commercial art and
elementary art education. In music,
teachers can gain experience with
computers, piano (as used in the
elementary classroom), poetry and
song; and in using music to teach
language arts, social studies and
other subjects in the elementary
c l a s sr o o m . A n o t h e r c o u r s e
"Everything You Ever Wanted To
Know About Music" has student
generated content. In theatre,
teachers can participate in summer
company, rehearsal and perfor
mance, rehearsal and production; or
"Drama as a Teaching Tool" and
SPRING , 1 985

"Budget Costuming for High School
and Community Theatre." More in
formation is available through the
individual departments; art, music
and theatre, or through the Office of
Promotion at (505) 562-2378.
Eastern's DaCapo Music Camp
'85 is July 7-13. Junior and senior
high school students receive in-

dividualized instruction in their area

of expertise and can choose classes
in Computers and Music, Jazz Im
provisation, Stereo Equipment and
All-State Audition Preparation .
Room, board and tuition for the six
day camp is $185.00. Further infor
mation is available through the Of
fice of Promotion (505) 562-2378.

NEW MEXICO MUSIC
EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
JANUARY 9, 1 985 - ROOM 1 1 1 1 ,
FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO,
ALBUQUERQU E
THOSE PRESENT:
President:
President, Elect.
V.P. Band:
V.P. Band, Elect:
V.P. Chorus:
V.P. Chorus, Elect:
V.P. Orchestra:
V.P. Orchestra, Elect:
V.P. Elem./JHS Music:
V.P. Elem./JHS, Elect:
V.P College/Univ.
Past President:
Editor, NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN
Executive Secretary.

James Young, Alamogordo
Sam L. Pemberton, Gallup
Don Gerheart, Los Alamos
John R. Schutz, Las Cruces
Michael Cooke, Albuquerque
A.V. Wall, Albuquerque
Donna Herron, Las Cruces
Kurt Chrisman, Las Cruces
Darlene Van Winkle, Albuquerque
Sherry Taylor, Albuquerque
Duane J. Bowen, Portales
Donald M. Hardisty, Las Cruces
Tom Dodson, Albuquerque
Rollie V Heitman. Santa Fe

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS·
District 1 , SW·
District 2, SE.
District 3, NW:
District 4, NC:
District 5, NE:
District 6, Cen·
District 7, Alb.:

Kurt Steinhaus, Alamogordo
Wayne Anderson, Clovis
Janet Isham, Kirtland
Vidal Gallegos, Las Vegas
William Crary, Raton
Sofia Sanchez, Bernalillo
Lauren Leder (Absent), Albuquerque

**********************************************

1 . Call to Order:
President Jim Young called the meeting to order at 6:35 PM in Room 1 1 1 1 of the UNM Fine Arts Center
with a full quorum present.
2. President Young asked each person present to introduce themselves, and to state their position and
location.
3. Approval of Minutes: Secretary Heitman reviewed the minutes of the August 3-4, 1984, NMMEA Board of
Directors meeting. He reported finding no errors, thanks to Editor Tom Dodson's careful proofreading. Don
. Gerheart moved, seconded by Kurt Steinhaus, that the Minutes be accepted as printed in the Fall Issue of
the NEW MEXICO MUSICIANS, Volume XXXII, No. 1 , 1984. Motion passed.
4. Proposed Amendment to ·NMMEA Articles of Incorporation & By-Laws: secretarv Heitman presented
copies of the proposed amendment which reads as follows: "Articles of Incorporation, Article IX, Section C,
(new) All Officers of the Corporation shall be residents of and reside in New Mexico, and be members in
good standing of NMMEA and MENC for the term of their office."
Proposed Amendment to NMMEA By-Laws reads as follows : (new added Sentence)
"Article VIII, Section 1 : All Officers of the Corporation shall be residents of and reside in New Mexico, and
be members of NMMEA and MENC in good standing for the term of their office."
Darlene Van Winkle moved, seconded by Janet Isham, that the proposed amendments be presented to the
membership for approval or dis-approval at the general membership meeting, January 1 1 , 1985. Motion
Passed.
5. New Mexico Activities Association Report: James Odle
Mr. Odle was unable to be present due to a death in his family. Secretary Heitman reported that the ques
tion of NMMEA or NMAA approving Marching Band Festivals sponsored by New Mexico University Music
Departments did not seem necessary at this time. He suggested we table the question until there was a felt
need.
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ANNUAL GILA SUMMER
BAND AND FLAG CORPS
CAMP
June 1 6-22, 1 985
Band Directors' Conference

Music Students
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grades 6-8 & High School)
Honor Band
Symphonic Band
Jazz Ensemble
Jazz Ensemble Training
Computer Theory and Ear Training
Ear Training (Piano)
Electronic Rhythm Reading
Double Reed Making
Reading Band Skills
Two Individual Private Lessons

(2 Credits)
• Interpretive Conducting Techniques in
Junior and Senior High Band and Wind
Ensemble Literature
• Micro Computer Software Program
(Beginning and Advanced)
• Reading Band - Reading Concert
• VCR Music Teachers in Action

Cost: $ 1 40.00 (Same as last year)
Contact:

Dr. William B. Tietze
Music Department
Western New Mexico University
Silver City, New Mexico 8806 1

Office of. Continuing Educatio�
WESTERN NEW MEXICO
UNIVERSITY
AT
SILVER CITY

EXECUTIVE SECRET ARY
from page 6

State Music Festival and Inservice
Conference to such a successful
conclusion.
We are constantly hearing of the
crises in, and the failure of, general
education. It is the goal of NMMEA
to achieve excellence in music
education. To achieve such a goal
the excellent music teacher is effec
tive outside the classroom as well as
within, which can be measured by
the ability to: ( 1 ) Expose and pro
mote the excellence of the program
jn the community; (2) Demonstrate
lhe educational outcomes of the
program and the place of the pro
gram in the life of the total school to
other faculty members and admin
tstrators; (3) Demonstrate efficiency
in administrative responsibilities; (4)
Organize one's time to include ex
�mination of new professional
materials and methods of teaching;
�nd (5) Serve on committees or hold
p Hice in a professional organization,
P.r make scholarly contribution to
fhe profession.
The Master music educator is
ne who is constantly involved in
elf-improvement, whether atten
ing classes, work hops, clinics, or
y becoming involved in school and
ommunity activities. Concerned
ith individualized and group in
truction within the total school proam, the Master teacher does not
emain static in planning and
eaching. He/She constantly seeks a
'better" meth o d , a d i ffere n t
omposition, or a more effective
eaching technique that allows the
eatest growth, and a greater ap
reciation and awareness for indiv
dual differences .
If I may be of any service, please
o not hesitate to contact me:
hone: 982-1091 or write me at
1 50 Don Gaspar, Santa Fe, N . M .
7501 .

6. MENC Student Chapter Report:
Matthew Kelly, State President was unable to be present for this meeting. NMMEA Vice-President of
College I University Music Duane J. Bowen, reported on the three Student Chapters in the state that are ac
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tive· ENMU Chapter, 13 members; New Mexico State Chapter, 10 members; and, UNM Chapter with 4 1
members involved. Several sessions have been planned including a luncheon meeting with a guest speaker
and a business meeting, as scheduled in the 1985 All-State Program. Matthew Kellv will preside.
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN Report·

Editor Tom Dodson presented a financial report showing that the advertising will come close to paying for
the publishing of the magazine. See report in this issue.
8. District Presidents Report:
District 1 , SW
Attached
Kurt Steinhaus
District 2, SE
No Report
Wayne Anderson
District 3, NE
No New Report
Janet Isham
District 4, NC
Was concerned that so few music
Vidal Gallegos
eduators of the District took an active
part in the District Activities.
No Report
District 5, NE
William Crary
District 6, Cen.
District 7. Alb

No Report
No Report

Sofia Sanchez
Lauren Leder (Absent)

9. All-State Audition Report :
a . Participation and Final Report.
Secretary Heitman distributed copies of the Participation and Financial Report of the 1 984 Auditions
(published elsewhere in this issue). Heitman briefly reviewed the report, indicating various problems. Don
Hardisty, Past President, moved, seconded by Don Gerheart, that the 1 984 All-State Audition Participa
tion and Financial report be accepted. Motion Passed.
b. William B. Tietze, Audition Team Chairman had no Report to offer
c. 1 985 Audition Dates and Centers:
1) Tom Dodson Moved, seconded by Sofia Sanchez, that the Vocal and String Auditions be held during
the week of ovember 4-8, 1 985. Motion passed with. one descenting vote (Michael Cooke).
2) Kurt Steinhaus moved, seconded by Janet Isham, that the Wind & Percussion Instrument Audition
be held during the week of November 19 22, 1 985. Motion Passed.
10

Final Review, 1985 All-State Music Festival & Inservice Conference:
a. Vice-Presidents' Reports:
1) Don Gerheart, V P Band, reported that all arrangements and personnel for the many activities were
ready
2) Darlene Van Winkle, V.P. Elementary / JHS Music, reported that all was ready for the nine Ele
mentary / JHS Music Workshops and Clinics.
3) Michael Cooke, V.P. Chorus, reported that because of a conflict, the scheduled Mixed Chorus Ac
companist had to be replaced with a full time professional accompanist . The additional cost involved
was approved by President Young & Secretary Heitman.
4) Donna Herron, V P. Orchestra, reported everything was ready so far as she knew.
5) Duane Bowen, VP College / University, said there were no problems he was aware of.
b General Arrangements Harold Van Winkle, UNM Host Coordinator, announced a few instructions for
the orchestra move from Popejoy Stage to Johnson Gym on Friday January 1 1 , 1 985 and a c:ouple of
minor room changes. His office Room B 123 will be headquarters for dealing with problems.
c President Young reviewed NMMEA District Vice Presidents' responsibilities of ticket taking and moni
toring the Popejoy Concert Hall Saturday Morning and Afternoon Concerts. He emphasized the impor
tance of these responsibilities.
d . Exhibitors Report: Secretary Heitman reported that 29 Companies had purchased 49 exhibit spaces.
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Several additional Companies had to be turned down because of a lack of space.
PRESIDENT YOUNG'S REPORT:
a New Mexico Music Educator of the Year Award: Recipient K.L. Higgins will be hosted at a luncheon on
Saturday January 12, 1 985 at the Regent Hotel and presented a Plaque at both the Morning and After
noon Concerts .
b. The John Batcheller Award Recipient: Darlene Van Winkle h a s been designated a s t h e 1985 recipient o f
this award for outstanding Music Teaching i n the Elementary School. There will be a luncheon at the
Regent Hotel to honor these two persons at noon, January 1 2 , 1 985. All are invited. Tickets are avail
able at $8.50 at the Registration desk.
c. Invitation for the 1986 All-State Location:
President Young read letters of invitation to hold the 1 986 All-State Music Festival and Inservice Confer
ence from Dr. Warner Hutchison, Chairman, Music Department, New Mexico State University, and
from Dr. Peter Ciurc.zak, Chairman, Music Department, University of New Mexico. A decision on the
site location for the 1986 will be determined by a vote of the membership, Friday afternoon, January 1 1 ,
1 985 at the annual business meeting of the membership.
d. M I O S M:
Music In Our Schools Month: The MENC Executive Board has changed the annual Week Celebration to
a Month, thus giving schools and music educators more time to schedule observations, concerts, and
other events recognizing the importance of music in the school curriculum and childrens' lives. President
Young will be happy to receive any materials New Mexico schools develop so he can report them for na
tional publicity.
e. Southwestern MENC Division Conference, Colorado Springs: President Young explained the South
western MENC Conference entitled "Working with Decision Makers." Sam Pemberton, as NMMEA
State President, and Rollie V. Heitman will represent
Mexico. The Conference is designed to be a
leadership training conference.

New

MENC Proposed Dues Increase:
President Young explained that for the past two or three years MENC has been financially operating on
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a deficit budget. This may be permissible for the federal government but it hardly works foir non-govern
ment organizations. The MENC Executive Board has asked the membership to approve a $ 1 5.00 dues
increase. President Young urged all NMMEA members to support this proposed dues increase.

OF NOTE . • •

g. Dates for the 1986 All-State Music Festival and Inservice Conference: It was the consensus of the Board
of Directors that the 1986 All-State be held the corresponding dates of 1985, which will be January
8- 1 1 . 1986.
h . President Young congratulated the Bloomfield High School Band for being selected to represent New
Mexico at President Reagan's Inaugural in Washington D.C.
!. NEW BUSINESS
a. Executive Committee Meeting: It was the consensus that the meeting should be held in Albuquerque,
February 22-23. 1985. Secretary Heitman will arrange for a meeting place and room reservations.
b. NMMEA Board of Directors Meeting: Albuquerque. August 2 & 3, 1985.
c . MENC National Assembly: State Presidents & Officers Meeting. Washington, D.C. July 22-24, 1 985.
NO FURTHER Business being presented. President Young declared the meeting adjourned at 9:35 PM.
1spectfully submitted.
�llie V. Heitman
tecutive Secretary
�MEA ELEMENTARY/JR. HIGH SCHOOL SECTION MEETING
nuary 1 0. 1985
The Meeting was called to order by Darlene Van Winkle. She thanked the group for the work they did to make
�I-State" successful.
The new Vice-President, Sherry Taylor, was introduced. She reminded those present to consider voting for the
�NC dues increase. Sherry also asked participants to give her suggestions for clinicians for "All-State" 1 986.
Meeting was adjourned.
•r1 ene Van Winkle
ce-President, Elementary/Jr High
f.1MEA CHORAL SECTION MEETING
nuary 10, 1985
The meeting was called to order at 3:06 p.m. - Choral Vice-President Michael Cooke presiding. Each member
attendance introduced himself.
The 1 986 All-State clinicians were announced as having made a verbal commitment to come. They are Dr.
uglas McEwen. Arizona State University for the Mixed Chorus and Dr. Ann Jones, Tift College, Georgia for the
Is Chorus.
A list of clinicians for the 1987 All-State was selected and put in order of priority
All-State audition procedures were discussed:
It was moved by John Peed and seconded by Trudy Anderson that we eliminate the choral audition piece from
the All-State audition The motion passed 42-2.
The membership approved the revamping of the audition form to accommodate the ddetion of the choral audi
tion piece. The solo will receive 60% emphasis, the sight-singing 20%, and the tonal memory 20%
Wayne Anderson moved that we reduce the size of each ection in each chorus by 5 voices. from 35 voices to 30
voi es. The motion was seconded by John Peed Motion passed 41 to 3
Workshops and clime for next years All State were discussed and recommendations were made to the choral
mmittee
Learning tapes for the All State student participants were suggested. Churchill Cooke volunteered to make and
tribute the tapes.
The Choral Committee meeting was set for Friday, January 1 1 , 7 : 30 a.m.
Meeting was adjourned at 4:45 p.m
chael Cooke
e Pre:,ident, Chorus
MEA ORCHESTRA SECTION MEETING

Donna Herron started the meeting by thanking those present . Donna told us about her survey of taping auditions
d the number of people contacted. Our of 17 states contacted, only 2 responded. The number of auditioning slu
ts was discussed next. The string auditions increased this year by 36 students. We were asked this year to limit
conductor's travel to the midwest since we can't afford to hire a conductor from Miami each year. Several people
ntioned how much everyone is enjoying David Becker and how well the students are responding to his manner
d expertise. Jim Bonnell mentioned a way to rotate the expenses between the Band, Orchestra, and Chorus Sec
ns. Donna Herron sugge sted we try to select our next conductors from a closer area. She mentioned the next
tes for All State Auditions would be Nov. 4-8th for Vocal and Strings and Nov. 19-22nd for Winds and Per
ssion. All-State next year will be Jan. 8- 1 1 , 1986. Please be sure to thank the exhibitors. There will be a proposed
rease in the national dues of $ 1 5.00. Dates for the S.W. District Convention are Jan. 22-24, in Colorado Springs.
OSM is in March this year. Theme this year is "Music for All Ages." Please give Rollie your address changes . This
important for you to receive information and the state magazine.
A motion was made by Wayne Thelander and seconded by Jim Bonnell to use the same committee to pick string

�des. This motion passed.
Next in the meeting, a discussion centered around improving the way All-State String Auditions are done. After
!viewing taping auditions and the use of college personnel to listen, a motion was made to appoint a volunteer comto explore various alternatives to the present audition process, and that the committee chairperson present a
n to the NMMEA Board on Feb. 22. The main alternative sugge sted was to pick judge s from the public schools
d college s , and to have two jud ges for the Violins and two judges for the Violas, Cellos, and Basses. The Audition
!
s would be Albuquerque and Las Cruces. This would eliminate Santa Fe as a String audition site. The motion
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. . . Sponsored by the OHIO
MUSIC EDUCATION ASSOCIA
TION, the General Music Journal is
designed to be a source of produc
tive and practical ideas about music
teaching in the classroom. Articles
are written by experienced teachers
who recognize the advantages of
directness and accessibility. Articles
are not theoretical nor speculative;
rather, they discuss tested and ap
plied procedures . The true marrow
of the successful general music
teaching career has always been
found in the subtle, detailed skills
which teachers have been patiently
testing, reworking and polishing in
their actual classrooms . But these
refined techniques and practices
have not been widely accessible in
published form; often they are
shared only with student teachers or
random visiting observers; occa
sionally they are revealed at a good
convention session . And although
useful textbooks contain abundant
ideas, busy teachers sometimes find
their length or cost daunting and so
miss valuable suggestions. The jour
nal thus seeks to counteract these
problems by communicating and
distributing more widely the suc
cessful methods of our profession.
Subscriptions , at $5.00 for MENC
members , provides three issues
yearly and should be mailed to The
GENERAL MUSIC JOURNAL,
P .O. Box 181 , Oxford, Ohio
45056, U . S.A. Checks should be
written to the OHIO MUSIC
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

•••••

. . . When the Sousa National
High School Honors Band performs
in Washington on May 1 1 , your
state will be represented by Rochelle
Hornbuckle from Ruidoso High
School. The band, sponsored by the
John Philip Sousa Foundation, a
non-profit organization, will perform
i n W a s h i n g t o n ' s m a g n i fi c e n t
Departmental Auditorium at 8 p.m.
on Saturday, May 1 1 , following
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three-and-a-half days of intensive re
hearsal s . The Departmental Audi
torium is also the site of concerts
presented by the U. S. Marine, Air
Force, Army, and Navy Bands.
Conductor of the band will be Col.
John R. Bourgeois, director of the
United States Marine Band. Dr. Al
G . Wright, director of the Sym
phony Band at Purdue University;
Col . George S. Howard, former
conductor of the U.S. Air Force
Band; and Cdr. Allen Beck, conduc
tor of the U.S. Navy Band, will ap
pear as guest conductors . Louis
Sudler, prominent Chicago busi
nessman and baritone will be the
soloist. Also appearing on the same
concert with the Sousa Honors
Band will be the United States
Marine Band. Members of the
Marine Band will work throughout
rehearsals with the high school
students in auditions and in sec
tional rehearsals . The concert will
be following by sight-seeing in our
nation's capitol and a banquet on
Sunday. Students have been chosen
from applicants received from band
directors throughout the country. In
clusion in this national band is one
of the highest honors which can be
received by a high school musician.

• • • •

•

. . . Leon Breeden, retired Director of Jazz Studies at North Texas
State University (NTSU), Denton,
TX. , is the recipient of the coveted
National A s s ociation of Jazz
Educators (NAJE) ''Hall of Fame"
award for 1 985 . The official presen
tation was made during ceremonies
at the 1 2th Annual NAJE In-Service
Conference held in the Amfac
Hotel, Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport,
TX . The Hall of Fame was estab
lished in 1 978 by NAJE to honor
those whose musical contributions
and dedication to jazz education
over a twenty-year span have
created new directions and curri
cular innovations for music educa
tion worldwide. The NAJE special
committee voted unanimously to
honor Professor Breeden whose
musical talent, rehearsal techniques ,
lectures and organizational ability
36

was made by Ruth Shaw and seconded by Wayne Thelander. The motion passed. Committee selected was K
Chrisman, Chairman, Jim Bonnell, Ruth Shaw, Carl Bonilla and Don Beene.
The next item was to pick conductors for the next two years. A list was presented by Donna Herron as well a
people selected from the floor. Symphonic conductors included Dean Angeles for 1 986 and Abraham Chavez fo
1 987. Concert conductors included Milan Svambera for 1986 and Gordon Childs for 1 987. Volunteers were take
for moving equipment for Friday and Saturday. Donna Herron concluded the meeting by thanking all those peopl
who helped her in making the orchestras and clinics a success.
Kurt Chrisman
Vice-President, Orchestra
NMMEA BAND SECTION MEETING
January 10, 1 985
The meeting was called to order by Vice-President Don Gerheart at 3:05 PM .
1 . Announcements:
a. All-State will be held January 8- 1 1 , 1 986
b. Audition Dates:
Vocal and strings - November 4-8, 1 985
Instrumental - November 1 9-22, 1 985
c. Congratulations to the Bloomfiled H.S. Band and their directors Frank Anderson and Steve Ragsdale fo
the honor of being chosen to represent New Mexico in the 1 985 Presidential Inaugural Parade in Washing
ton, D.C. on Sunday January 20, 1 985.
d. Congratulations also go to Lloyd Higgins for being selected Music Educator of the Year
e. Music In Our Schools Month is during March.
f. Honors Concert order and All-State Concert order is Orchestra, Band, Chorus.
g. Honor Band tapes are to be in to John Schutz by June 1 , 1 985. The 1986 Honor Band preference will
given to AAA and smaller schools including Junior High and Mid-School Bands.
h . NTE Music Test was not validated. The NMMEA Board recommended that the test be revalidated a
i.
j.

soon as possible.
Be thinking about next year's Music Educator of the Year Award and submit nominations to your Distric
President by June 1 .
Thank the exhibitors for coming to our All-State.

k . Let Rollie know about any change of address so you can continue to receive all mailings.
I. MENC is proposing a $ 1 5.00 dues increase. Ballots will be mailed in February. You are encouraged t
vote for the dues increase
m. Audition summary presented.
n. The Manzano H.S. Symphonic Band is tonight's Honor Band.
o Help needed to strike the stage after the concerts.
2. Nominations for The 1 986 All-State Conductors were obtained.
A motion was made to use one list of prospective conductors instead of two as previously used. Conductor
for both All-State bands would be selected from this list. Seconded by Jim Young. Motion passed.
3 . Nominations for the 1 987 All-State Conductors were obtained
4. Audition Materials
It was moved by Jack Reynolds to ask John Schutz to pick etudes from the current etude books with the aid
of Ed White. A change in elude books could be made if John thinks it is necessary. Seconded by Fran
Rivera. Motion Passed
A motion was made by Frank Rivera and seconded by Aaron Fleming to continue these materials for tw
years thru the 1 987 All-State. Motion passed.
A motion was made by Ed White and seconded by Frank Rivera that we keep the same Major scales and ad
the relative harmonic minor scale. Motion defeated.
Ross Ramsey moved that we use the current major scales on the list in the Concert Key. Seconded by Ra
Tietze. Motion passed. The chromatic scale over the full range of the instrument will be retained.
5. Mark Witten asked for time to present the "District 7 Guidelines for Band Performance" which he is current!
working on.
6. At the request of Ray Bell the New Mexico Activities Association Rules of Eligibility were discussed. Th
Board of Directors was asked to clarify these guidelines. This motion was made by Rick Owens and seconde
by Mark Willen. Motion Passed.
7 . Scott Ramsey announced that Farmington is sponsoring a jazz festival and interested persons should contac
him.
The meeting was adjourned at 4 : 35 PM .
Don Gerheart
Vice-President, Band

NEW MEXICO
MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP BUSINESS MEETING
JANUARY 1 1 , 1 985 - 3:00 P.M.
KELLER HALL, UNM FINE ARTS CENTER

1. CAU TO ORDER:
President Young called the Meeting to order at 3:05 P.M. with all Officers present including officers-Elect. There wen
1 3 1 Members present.

NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN

H U MMI NG B I RD
THE YEAR ROUND
MU S I C CAMP FOR STUDEN T S

JUNE
J U LY

music camps for boys
and girl 8 to 1 5

AUGU T

orche tras

EPTE M B E R - M A Y

i t ival preparat ion

band camps
orchestra cam ps
music clinic
gu itar sem inars
choral camp
swin g choirs
concert preparation

Arrangements m ade for : pecial Cl incians, H u m m in gbird Staff in stru men tal special ist , and r c reation
programs. Generally a 3-day camp suffices for most object ives ( Friday through Su nday or during the
week) . For add itional i n format ion : K . L. H i ggins 1 - 505-829 -963 1 H u m m i n gbird Box 6 J emez S prings,
New Mexico 87025
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have served as an inspiration to
thousands of teachers, students and
professionals around the world. His
famous NTSU One O'Clock Lab
Band pioneered the acceptance of
jazz music in most every area of the
world including Rus sia. Many of his
former jazz students are now
leading composers, arrangers and
performers in TV, radio, film and
clubs .
•
• • •

•

. . . On March 20, thousands of
people across the country partici
pated in the World's Largest Con
cert, a first-time project sponsored
by MENC . Playing along with the
central concert telecast live via
satellite from Washington, D . C . ,
school children and community
members , organized by music
educators in area schools, followed
the United States Air Force Band
and Singing Sergeants in a half-hour
program incuding seven pieces: The
Star Spangled Banner, Music Is For
All Ages , America the Beautiful,
Theme from the Sound of Music ,
This Land Is Your Land, Sing a
Song, and Stars and Stripes For
ever. MENC is currently gathering
the results of the WLC and tabulat
ing how many schools and com
munities joined in the concert and
how many people took part in their
local World's Largest Concert. The
total numbers from across the coun
try, and also broken down by state,
will be published in the MENC
Soundpost and also submitted to
the Guinness Book of World
Records. In order for the results to
be accurate, it is important that
everybody who participaied fill out
the form below and send it in to
MENC , World's Largest Concert,
1 902 Association Drive, Reston ,
Virginia 2209 1 .
We participated in the World's
Largest Concert:
Name
School
Address
City
State
Zip
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2. President Young introduced the retiring NMMEA Officers and thanked them for the outstanding and dedicated ser
vice they had contributed to NMMEA. He presented each with a Certificate of Appreciation. He then introduced the
incoming officers for the term of 1985-1987.
President:
Sam L. Pemberton
John R. Schutz
V.P. Band:
A.V. Wall
V.P. Chorus
V.P. Orchestra
V.P. Elem/JHS

Kurt Chrisman
Sherry Taylor

Gallup
Las Cruces
Albuquerque
Las Cruces
Alamogordo

Portales
Duane J. Bowen
V.P. College/University
3. ANNOUNCEMENTS: President Young
a. Extended Thanks and Appreciation to: Dr. Peter Ciurczak and Harold Van Winkle for the Outstanding
Hospitality shown NMMEA in Hosting the 1985 All-State Music Festival and lnservice Conference.
b. Congratulated Bloomfield High School Band on the invitation to represent New Mexico at the 1985 Presiden
c.
d.

e.
f.

tial Inaugural in Washington D.C. January 20, 1985.
Requested members to send NMMEA and MENC Dues to the Reston Office: Saves time for our Secretary
and members receive their membership card sooner .
Please send any change of address to the MENC Office and Rollie Heitman. The Post Office will not forward
mail any more. Every mailing that Heitman does, he receives from six to ten returns as not deliverable as ad
dressed.
Recertification credit forms for one hour credit were still available. Pick up from Secretary Heitman.
MENC Toll Free Tel ephone Number is 1 -800-336-3768. Use it when you have a need to communicate about
membership or if not receiving your publications.

4. Proposed Amendments to the Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws: President Young read the proposed amend
ments which had been approved by the NMMEA Board of Directors: ARTICLE IX, Section C. (new) "All officers of
the Corporation shall be residents of, and reside in New Mexico, be members in good standing in NMMEA and
MENC for the term of the office." By-Laws Amendment: ARTICLE VIII, Section 1 : (an added sentence): The same
above sentence as quoted. Elaine Rafferty, Albuquerque, moved, Seconded by Gloria Winograd, Albuquerque, the
Amendments be adopted as read. Motion passed without a descenting vote: 1 3 1 to 0 .
5. Letters o f Invitation for the 1986 All-State Music Festival and lnservice Conference Site: President Young read letters
of Invitation to hold the 1986 All-State at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces, and at the University of New
Mexico in Albuquerque. Ballots had been prepared and were distributed. President Young appointed Ed White, Las
Cruces, Henry Estrada, Los Lunas, and Steve Ragsdale of Bloomfield, as a committee to count the ballots. The
results of the voting as reported by the committee were as follows:
46
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque
85
Steve Ragsdale Moved, Seconded by Ed White, that the ballots for the voting on the 1986 All-State Selection Site be
destroyed. Motion passed without a descenting vote.
6. President Young Introduced Win Christian, Music Specialist from the New Mexico State Department of Education,
who explained a student competition for a poster and song writing contest for students of New Mexico Schools,
which would depict the great concerns about D.W.I. This contest is being sponsored by the New Mexico Transporta·
tion Company and the State Department of Education.
7. GUEST SPEAKER: DON BEENE, LOS ALAMOS, PRESIDENT S.W. M E. N C. President Young introduced Don
Beene who is serving as President of the Southwest Division of MENC and, as President, on the MENC National
Executive Board. He presented a review of the new posture of the NEB and new Directions of MENC.
a MENC is aggressively providing leadership among other National Arts Education organizations. Congress.
b.

and education decisions makers.
Provides for change in format and direction of the National Award Winning MUSIC EDUCATORS JOURNAL;

c. Supports the JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION;
d. Supports the Society of General Music Education and publishes the Newsletter "SOUNDINGS;"
e. MENC is strengthening lnservice Workshops for the Advancement of Music Education at local, state and na
tional Levels ;
f. MENC maintains a variety of publications essential to contemporary knowledge in a wide variety of music
fields;
g. MENC provides the Music Educator an opportunity to gain a broader perspective on specific fields and a na
tional effort to help combat threats to the reduction of music education for all children;
h. Through numerous meetings, MENC Acts as a forum for exchanging ideas and information among members
for a stronger program in Music Education and an enlightened Profession.
8. Although president Young's term of office did not expire until the close of the 1985 All- State Music Festival and Inser
vice Conference, Incoming President Sam Pemberton, presented Jim Young with his past President's Pin and a Cer·
tificate of Appreciation for a job well done. The members present gave Jim Young a Standing ovation in thanks. Jim
Young expressed his thanks for the cooperation and support he had received from the officers and membership.
9. No further business being presented, Jim Young declared the meeting adjourned at 4 : 25 P.M.
Res pectfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heitman
Executive Secretary
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NEW MEXICO
MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
4:30 P.M., JANUARY 1 1 , 1 985
G REEN ROOM, KELLER HALL,
FINE ARTS CENTER, UNM
THOSE PRESENT: All NMMEA retiring Officers and Incoming Officers
1 . Incoming President Sam Pemberton stated the purpose of the meeting was to make certain all arrangements
were complete for Saturday's Concerts and Activities; To transfer records and instructions to the new Of
ficers; Provide telephone credit cards; Issue postage and stationery, and to appoint an 1:.xecutive Secretary.
2. Appointment of an Executive Secretary:

The NMMEA Executive Secretary serves at the pleasure of the Executive Committee. John R. Schutz. V.P.
President, Band, moved, Seconded by Sherry Taylor, V.P. Elern/JHS, that Rollie V . HP.ltman. be appointed

NMMEA Executive Secretary for the 1985- 1 987 Term. Motion passed unanimously. Heitman accepted
Postage checks of $22.00 were issued to each officer. Envelopes and letterheads were also 1s ued. Tele
phone credit cards have been ordered
4. Records and other pertinent information was transferred between the officers.
5. No further business being presented, the meeting was ad1ourned
Respectfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heitman

3.

Executive Secretary

NEW MEXICO
MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
MINUTES - EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE MEETING
FEBRUARY 22-23, 1985
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
�HOSE PRESENT:
President :
VP. Band:
V.P. Chorus
V.P. Orchestra
V.P. Elementary/JHS
V P College/University
Past President·
Executive Secretary
Assistant Secretary

Sam Pemberton, Jr.

John R Schutz
A V Wall
Kurt Chrisman
Sherry Taylor
Duane J Bowen

Jim Young
Rollie V. Heitman
Harriet Heitman

Gallup
La Cruces
Albuquerque
Las Cruces
Alamogordo
Portales
Alamogordo
Santa Fe
Santa Fe

1 . CALL TO ORDER:
President Pemberton called the meeting to order with all members of the Executive Committee present e
cept Editor Tom Dodson who had other obligations out of town.

2. PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
a. President Pemberton reported on the MENC SW Division Special Pro1ects Session "Working with Deci·
sion Makers" which was held in Colorado Springs, January 22-24, 1 985. The three keynote speakers. Dr.
Paul Lehman, President, MENC, Dr. Michael George, Supervisor of Music. Madison. Wisconsin. and Dr.
Don Corbert, President Elect-MENC were outstanding. A fourth speaker. Dr. Bob Samples who i a
noted authority on the functions of the left and right side of the brain. presented a talk and slide presenta
tion on the research he had done. Pemberton asked for a motion to invite SWMENC to hold a special pro

1.

jects Conference in conjunction with the 1 987 NMMEA All-State. Jim Young moved. seconded by Sherry
Taylor, to invite SWMENC to come to our 1987 All-State. Motion Passed.
b. Reviewed Guest Conductor's and Clinician's contracts. No major changes in the contract were made.
c . President Pemberton expressed THANKS to Jim Young for the outstanding service he had given to
NMMEA as President the past two years.

3.

d. Jim Young will serve as State Chairman for "MUSIC IN OUR SCHOOLS MONTH.·· Please send pro
grams and publicity to Jim in Alamogordo. He will combine the materials and send them to ME C Na
tional Office.
e. President Pemberton urged the Officers to remind the District organizations to be sure to follow through
on nominations for the MUSIC EDUCATOR of the YEAR and nominations for the John Batcheller
Award for Exc�llence in Teaching Music in the Elementary School Music Program.
Review of 1 985 All-State Music Festival and lnservice Conference:
a. Financial & Participation Report: Secretary Heitman distributed copies of the Financial & Participation re

port for the 1 984 All-State Auditions. The report shows a deficit in the fees collected and auditioner's
honorarium and expenses. See Report published elsewhere in this magazine. John Schutz moved.
seconded by Jim Young, that the Audition fee be raised to
lion Passed.
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$3.50 for each student

Audition for

1 985.

Mo-

school spirit. The assembly sing,
the band playing and marching at
football games and at patriotic
celebrations, the orchestra, band
and choral groups performing at
commencement and celebrations
of holidays , in concerts, and in
musicals all serve to enrich the
entire experience of schooling.
Is there inconsistency bet
ween these statements of justifica
tion and the concept of aesthetic
education? My answer is a resoun
ding "No."
We must, however, realize that
the concept of aesthetic education
applies to the process of music
education, the teaching and learning
of music. The concept of aesthetic
education calls for a return to the
real basics of music education, the
development of the ability of all
students in the school to use music
for self expression . the primary role
of the music program, as for all arts
programs , is to stimula te feelingful
thought and thoughtful feeling, pro
cesses in which the imagination is
freed, is stimulated and takes flight.
These are the human values of
music education . In this role music
education will be in a position to
counter the sterility, the depersonali
zation, the retreat into isolation
which pervade contemporary socie
ty. In this role music education will
be valued and s upported by
students and by the public .
I feel constrained to establish a
few caveats for the future.
1 . We must not dehumanize
the music program by making it
an academic d i s c ipline, a
repository of information that
can be quantified and tested
objectively.
2. We must not fall victim to
the siren call of the computer
which, with all of its potential. re
mains only a sophisticated
machine useful in drill on and
testing of information.
3. We must develop in the
high school as an alternative to
39

performance groups a course in
the literature and structure of
music which will be accepted as
a humanities course for college
admission .
4. We must glory in the fact
that music is different from other
subjects in the school and re
quires a different form of evalua
tion than objective tests of infor
mation accumulated by students .
I suggest the following criteria
for e v a l u a t i n g t h e m u s i c
program:
1. Do we provide opportunity
for all students to participate
in learning experiences with
music?
2. Do we develop usable
skills: the ability to sing, to
sing iD parts, to read music, to
play some instrument by ear
and from the notation?
3. Do we identify talented
students and provide special
opportunites for the develop
ment of their talent?
4. Does the music program
result in the enhancement of
the spirit of the individual
students, the school and the
community?
5. Does the program result in
raising the level of students'
self esteem of their musical
ability?
6. Does the program produce
students who have a basis for
making reasoned choices
about the role of music in their
lives?
7. Do students use music as a
means of self expression in
school and without?
8. Do they value the expres
sion of other st uden ts ,
amateur and professional per
formers and a broad range of
composers?
9. Do they seek further oppor
tunities for musical experience
in school, at home and in the
community?
Gathering evidence of our suc
cess in meeting these criteria will
provide justification that will be con40

b. Heitman next distributed copies of his estimated Mid Year Financial Report for the Association showing
income to date and expenditures to date. See report elsewhere in this Magazine.

c. VICE-PRESIDENTS REPORTS ON 1985 ALL-STATE:
1) John Schutz, V.P. Band: Report Attached. However, he raised the point of "Mini Concerts" presented
by NMSU groups during the 1 985 All-State. After discussion, Jim Young moved, seconded by John
Schutz, that "Mini Concerts" be continued. Motion tabled by Duane Bowen until a report on the situa
tion and problems is made at the Fall Board Meeting by a committee appointed by President Pember
ton. The Committee will be chaired by John Schutz.
2) Kurt Chrisman, V.P. Orchestra: Report Attached.
3) A.V. Wall, V.P. Chorus: Report Attached
4) Sherry Taylor, V.P. Elementary/JHS: Report from Darlene Van Winkle covering Section Meeting Min

utes and attendance for the various workshops is published elsewhere in this magazine. There was dis
cussion concerning the number of persons attending workshop sessions without registration badges.
Something must be done about this for next year.
5) Duane Bowen, V.P. President College/University Music, reported that attendance was low due to the
fact that most College Music Professors are more interested in what the Public School Music Teachers

are doing.
4. PLANNING THE 1986 ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL A D INSERVICE CONFERENCE:
a . Review and Updating Audition Procedures:

President Pemberton reviewed the Audition Procedures HANDBOOK line by line. Necessary changes
were made as needed. Please see the published updated copy in the Fall Issue of the NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN. The major changes occurred in the Orchestra String Audition Procedures. (See Kurt Chris
man's Report Published in the Spring Issue of the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN). Also the Registration

Form will be printed in the same issue. Kurt Chrisman moved, seconded by A.V. Wall, that the String Au
dition procedures be accepted as recommended by the NMMEA Orchestra Section. Motion passed.
b. AUDITION TEAM CHAIRMAN, 1 985:
The 1985 Audition Chair will be New Mexico Highland University Music Department in Las Vegas, New
Mexico. Dr. Grady Greene will serve as Chairperson. He has been in communication with Secretary Helt
man and planning has begun for the 1985 Auditions.

Audition Dates:
VOCAL AUDITIONS:
November
November
November
November
November

4
5
6
7
8

Centers:

Chairperson:

Las Cruces H.S.
Roswell

Trudy Anderson
Art Dempsey
Paul Formo
Dale Kempter
Frank Rotolo

Portales
Albuquerque
Santa Fe

ORCHESTRA STRJNGS:
November 7 & 8
Albuquerque
November 9
Las Cruces
(No String Auditions m Santa Fe)
WIND & PERCUSSION AUDITIONS:
November 1 9
Las Cruces
November 20
Roswell
November 21
Albuquerque
Santa Fe
ovember 22
c. AUDITION MATERIALS:
1) John Schutz: See report elsewhere in this magazine.
2) A.V. Wall: See Attached Report.
3) Kurt Chrisman: See Attached Report.

Dale Kempter
Kurt Chrisman

Tony Montano
Art Dempsey
Dale Kempter
Clark Pontsler

d. VICE PRESIDENT'S Reports:
1) Sherry Taylor, V.P. Elementary/JHS recommended a Clinician, Gere Edwards, Music Dance Special
ist, based upon requests from the Elementary/JHS Section meeting. Ms. Edwards' Clinic cost will be
$400 plus travel & expenses. Kurt Chrisman moved, seconded by Jim Young, that we approve the
Eiementary/JHS Vice-President's recommendation. Motion passed.
2) John Schutz, V.P. Band announced the Guest Conductors for the 1986 All-State Bands: They are Dr.
Bob Foster, Director of Bands, University of Kansas and Dr. James R . Jorgensen, Redlands Univer
sity, Redlands, California.
3) A. V. Wall, V.P. Chorus, announced the Guest Conductors for the 1 986 All-State Choruses: They are:
Dr. Douglas McEwen, Arizona State University for Mixed Chorus and Dr. Ann Jones, Tift College,

Forsyth, Georgia for Girls Chorus.
A.V. Wall read a recommendation from the NMMEA Choral Section that the All-State Choruses be

reduced by five voices in each section. After discussion on the effect of this action, John Schutz mov
ed, seconded by Jim Young, that the size of the Mixed Chorus be reduced by fiw voices (a total of 40
voices) and the Girls chorus remain the same with 35 voices per part. Motion passed.

4) Kurt Chrisman, V.P. Orchestra announced that Guest Conductors for the 1986 All-State Orchestras
would be: Dean Angelos, Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana for Symphony Orchestra, and

Milan Svambera, La Porte, Texas for Concert Orchestra.
e. Program of Music for All-State Groups:
The Program of Music for the All-State Groups will be published in the Spring Issue of the Magazine.
f. HONOR GROUPS: If you are interested in performing on the 1 986 Honors Concert, get your tapes into
the NMMEA Vice-Presidents by June 1 , 1985.
g. All-State Concert Order: Chorus, Orchestra, Band.

5. NEW BUSINESS:
a. MENC National Assembly: This conference for State Presidents and State Officers is scheduled to be
held July 22-24, 1 985 at the MENC National Headquarters in Reston, Virginia. Kurt Chrisman moved,

NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN

seconded by Jim Young, that NMMEA pay expenses incurred by the President and Executive Secretary
for travel. food and lodging to attend the MENC ational Assembly July 22 24, 1 985 in Res ton. Virginia.
Motton Passed.
b. DATE AND PLACE OF NMMEA Board of Directors Fall Meeting: Date: August 2 & 3. 1985. Fine Arts
Center, UNM .
6. ADJOURNMENT:
No further business being presented, President Pemberton declared the meeting adjourned at 1 2:30 p.m. ,
February 2 3 , 1 985.
Resp ctfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heitman
Executive Secretary

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
ESTIMATED MID-YEAR FINANCIAL REPORT
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
FEBRUARY 22-23, 1 985
INCOME TO DATE:
rchestra String Auditions ( 1 5 1 -207)
Vocal Auditions. ( 1 , 1 88-952)
Wind & Percussion Auditions. (98 1 - 926)
ues received from NMMEA Members for MENC
ues Refund from MENC
oncert Band Students Registered ( 1 20- 1 24) @ 8.00
Symphonic Band Students Registered ( 1 03-107) @ 8.00
Girls Chorus Students Registered ( 1 55- 1 36) @ 8.00
ixed Chorus Students Registered (285-278) @ 8.00
oncert Orchestra Students Reg. (92 89) @ 8.00
pymphony Orchestra Students Reg. (91 -92) @ 8.00
usic Educators Registerd (348-343) @ 20.00
haperone Tags (31 -34) @ 5.00
ecords purchased, E. R.S. (538@9.00, 1 0% Royalty
ingle Admissions, Elementary Session (2) @ 10.00
ate Receipts, two concerts
xhibitors: M.I.C.
eturn of Change for Conference, Rollie V Heitman
ENC Student Chapter Acc.(263.79)
OTAL INCOME TO DATE:

XPEN DITU RES TO DATE:

oard of Directors & Executive Committee Expense
MMEA Office Supplies & Materials
embers dues Remitted to MENC
el ephone Expenses, All Officers
ostage & Mailing
cretary Honorarium
cretary Help
rchestra Strings Audition expense ( 1 5 1 -207)
ocal Audition Expense ( 1 1 88-952)
ind & Percussion Audition Expense (98 1 -926)
II-State Guest Conductors & Clinicians
II-State Official Programs, Harte-Hanks Corp.
iscc Display House, Exhibit Set up
eturned Checks, (3)
EW MEXICO MUSICIAN. Publication Support
iscellaneous Expense (Certificates, Pins, Gifts, etc.)
II-State operating expenses
ducational Recording Service; 8 1 5 @ 5.50 = 4,477, less 10% =
ENC Student Expense, Acc.
OTAL EXPENDITURES TO OPERATE NMMEA & All-State
UNDS AVAILABLE TO OPERATE THE BALANCE OF FISCAL YEAR

1 984 F.Y.

1 985

552.00
3,565.00
2,943.00
5,61 0.00
920.50
960.00
824.00
1 , 1 44.00
2,280.00
736.00
728.00
6,960.00
1 65.00
70.00
3,459.00
2,970.00
1 00.00
1 20.00

621 .00
2,856.00
2,778.00
5,51 1 .00
1 ,034.00
992.00
856.00
1 ,088.00
2,224.00
7 1 2.00
736.00
6,860.00
1 70.00
484.20
20.00
3,1 1 2.00
2,680.00
200.00
62.00

38,929.50

32,99620

807.35
33 1 . 29
4,250.00
52.30
576. 54
1 .800.00
600.00
580.79
2,576.32
2,296.79
6,955.60
1 ,860.90
1 ,373.74
465.00
534.83
200.00
2,756.88
4,000.00
236.00

2,623.87
233.80
4,372.00
593.38

32,808.33
6, 1 2 1 . 1 7

29,445.02
3,55 1 . 1 8

1 800.00
600.00
687 70
3,334.39
3 , 1 42.72
6,88 1 .95
1 ,500.00
1 ,385 00
39.50
424.25
200.00
922.34
000.00
5.94

espectfully Submitted
ollie V. Heitman
xecutive Secretary

83

84

STRINGS

83

84

83

84
63
85
82

0
!ROSWELL:
35
S CRUCES:
ALBUQUERQUE. 1 1 4
32
SANTA FE

0
48
1 22
37

121
143
1 83
82

83
148
183
1 16

181

207

529

531

TOTALS '

SPRING, 1985

84

WOODWINDS BRASSES

314

50

83 84

PERC.

83

29
28
24
12

315

93

82

100

16
19
35
21
91

83

84

TOTAL:SWBP

83

Pro p o s a l ; A n E d u c a t i o n a l
M a n i fe s t o , I n s t i t u t e f o r
Philosophical Research ,
1982 .

Chicago,

The Basic Academic Com
petencies, Educational Equality Pro
2

ject, The College Board, copyright
1981 by the College Entrance Ex
amination Board.
3
Ernest L. Boyer, High School:

A Report on Secondary Education
in America, The Carnegie Founda

NEW M EXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
1 984 ALL-STATE AUDITION CENTER REPORT
STU DENTS REGISTERING & AUDITIONING IN EACH CATEGORY
ATEGORIES:

vincing to school administrators and
the public alike .
Finally, I remind you that
responsiveness to music is taught
by example and learned by con
tagion. Only to the extent that we,
as music teachers, are moved by the
expressive import of music can we
lead our students to that import . We
mu::;t have a firm belief in and
demonstrate in our ovm lives the
power and beauty of the art of
music. Only then can we fulfill our
mission as music educators - to
touch the hearts, stir the feelings
and kindle the imaginations of our
students .
If we accept this mission and put
it into practice, if we realize that
music operates in the realm of feel
ing and can educate for humanness
in an increasingly mechanistic and
depersonalized society, music will
no longer be considered a frill; it can
operate as a core subject lying at the
heart of the school curriculum. The
music program will achieve the
results established in our justifica
tion for the program. Music will truly
be basic .
I do belive that we can be down
to earth and still reach for the stars
as we move through 1 984 and well
beyond.
Notes
1
Mortimer J. Adler, The Paideia

84

FEES
REMITTED

234
269
406
208

149
298
440
257

702.00 447.00
807.00 894.00
1 2 1 8.00 1320.00
624.00 771 .00

1 1 17

1 144

3351.00 3432.00

tion for the Advancement of
Teaching, Washington, D . C . , 1 983.

Charles Leonhard is Professor
of Music at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign.

Continued on next page
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N M M EA MUSIC I N DUSTRY M EM B ERS
1 98 4- 1 9 8 5
SILVER BURDETT CO.

ARMSTRONG, W.T. COMPANY

1 000 Industrial Parkway
Elkhart. Indiana 465 1 5

BLUE & GOLD SAUSAGE

BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENTER, INC.

Bob Farley, 3707 Eubank N . E
Albuquerque, NM 8 7 1 1 1

Bill Smith, 324 Louisiana N . E .
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 08

CONN

C.G. Conn, Ltd.
2520 Industrial Parkway
Elkhart, IN 465 1 5
Harold Stone
381 7 Mid-Summer-Land
Colorado Springs, CO 809 1 7

MEDALIST STA NBURY UNIFORMS

EDUCATIONAL RECORDING SERVICE

John T. Hoover
1 1 5 Live Oak
Ozona, TX 76943

MUSIC BOX, THE

Glenn E . Holtz
57882 S.R. 1 9 S.
P.O. Box 788
Elkhart, Indiana 46 5 1 5

Homer Williams
P.O. Box 9980
Little Rock, AR 7 22 1 9

GENTS HOUSE OF MUSIC

Edwin Harris
Lubbock, TX 7 9408

Paul Retrum
P.O. Box 2 337
Carefree, Arizona 85377

Joe Keith, 2 1 0 Yale S.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 06

PRINCETON INDUSTRIES
Mike Brownstein

WISCONSIN HOMESTEAD, INC.

THE SELMER COMPANY
LUDWIG INDUSTRIES

WORLD'S FINEST CHOCOLATES, INC.

Timothy P. Mongan
205 Cottage Grove Rd.
Madison, WI 537 1 6
Bud Taylor
2 206 North "H" St.
Midland, TX 79705

9 1 0 Toro St. , N . E .
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 2 3
Debbi Erickson
P.O. Box 4 1 5
Sandia Park, N M 87407

Don Mann, 480 1 S. Lawndale
Chicago, IL 60632

P 0. Box 3 1 0
Elkhart, I N 465 1 5

MANOR TEXAS FRUITCAKE CO.

WORLD PHOTO, INC.

31 O 1 North Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309

YA MAHA MUSICAL PRODUCTS CO.

For information , contact Rollie Heitman , Executive Secretary

84

83

84

TOTAL FEES
REM ITTED
84
83

178
273
1 88
337
282

198
231
182
375
205

534.00 594 00
819 00 693.00
564.00 546 00
101 1 .00 1 125.00
846.00 615.00

1 78
507
457
743
490

198
380
480
815
462

594.00
534 00
1521 00 1 1 40 00
1 371 00 1440.00
2229.00 2445.00
1470.00 1 386.00

1 258

1 191

3774.00 2375.00

2375 2335

7 1 25.00 7005.00

FEES REMITTED

STUDENTS
83

84

83

TOTALS AUDITIONED AS REPORTED BY JUDGES:
83
84
Piccolo
Flute
Eb Clar
Bb Clar
Alto Cl.
B. Clar.
Con. Clar
Sop. Sax
Alto Sax.
T. Sax
B. Sax
Oboes
E. Hom
Bassoon
Corrrr
F. Hom
Tromb.
B. Tromb
Baritones
Tubas
Timpani
S . Drum
M.Perc.

4
159
1
1 19
6
22
10
1
46
19
9
30
0
20
128
43
64
0
35
35
13
46
16

12
148
1
1 46
7
22
2
0
63
24
11
31
0
27
111
67
70
0
38
29
16
50
25

Totals:

826

900

TOTAL STUDENTS

83

84

79
33
33
17

98
38
41
21

TOTALS:

162

1 st Sop.
2nd Sop.
1 st Alto
2nd Alto
1 st Tenor
2nd Tenor
1 st Bass
2nd Bass
TOTALS

Violins·
Violas:
Celli:
S . Bass:

WENGER MUSITRONIC
CORPORATION

WESTERN BAND SPECIAL TIES

MUSIC MART

Jim Kuntz
2403 San Mateo NE Suite P-6
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 1 0

P.O. Box 1 2 1 8
Van Alstyne , TX 75095
Florence Otis
P.O. Box 485
Los Lunas, NM 87031

555 Park Drive
Owatona, MN 55060

Michael White
200 S. Downtown Mall
Las Cruces, NM 88001

MAESTRO MUSIC

GEMEINHARDT, INC.

SUMMARY
84
83
Winds & Pere:

826

900

Strings:

1 62

1 98

198

Vocals

965

1 1 88

206
196
184
120
40
60
95
64

209
254
282
106
74
73
111
79

TOTAL AUD.

1953

2286

951

1 188

Total Fees:

' Due to students not showing and paying for auditions, these figures do not reconcile.
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Mary Ann Stewart
1 22 Spanish Village, Suite 645
Dallas, Texas 75248

33999 Curtis Blvd.
Eastlake, Ohio 44094
LUCHETTI DRUM & GUITAR CENTER
Nick Luchetti, 2 6 1 7 Rhode Island N . E .
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 1 0

R.E. Bradley
1 000 S. 4th Street
Greenville, IL 62246

Jay Tomlinson
P.O. Box 2 1 39
San Antonio, TX 78207

VALLY BROOK FARMS

MOTION IN MUSIC

KING MUSIC INSTRUMENTS

DE MOULIN

SOL FRANK UNIFORMS

P.O. Box 1 00
Brookfield, MO 64628
Bill Smith
324 Louisiana NE
Albuquerque, N M 87 1 08

9503 E. 55th Place
Tulsa, Oklahoma 7 4 1 45
James Stearns
96 1 7 San Gabriel, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 1 1

Fred Marich
1 4 1 4 S. Main St.
Royal Oak, Ml 48067

TOTALS· '

HENCO, INC.

Bernie May
5005 Lomas NE
Albuquerque, N M 8 7 1 1 O

KAMCO, INC.

CUSTOM MUSIC CO.

PORTALES·
ROSWELL:
LAS CRUCES
ALBUQUERQUE:
SANTA FE.

MAY'S MUSIC CO.

Bruce Kroken
451 7 Bali Ct. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 1 1
HOLT, RINEHART & WINSTON, INC.
9259 King Arthur Drive
Dallas, TX 7524 7
L.J. Slankard
Box 1 1 06 7
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 92

CAMPUS SPECIAL TIES

VOCAL AUDITIONS:

G. LEBLANC CORPORATION

.Jeff Peterson
70 1 9 30th Ave.
Kenosha, WI 5 3 1 4 1

Gary Fourtner
De Soto. Texas 7 5 1 1 5

8301 Ambassador Row
Dallas, TX 75247
Ann Bazan
92 05 Academy Hills Dr. N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87 1 1 1

$5859.00 $7005.00

TOTA L COST O F AUDITIONS
7 , 1 64.87
159.87
DEFICIT:

Jim Herendeen
P 0. Box 7 2 7 1
Grand Rapids, Ml 4 9 5 1 o

ADVERTISERS INDEX
W.T. Armstrong C o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Baum's Music, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
43
Bob Farley Music Center . . . . . . . . .
14
De Moulin . . . . . . . . . .
ENMU School o f Music . . . . . . . . . .
21
Grandma's Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Henco, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Hummingbird Music Camp . . . . . . . . . . 37
King Musical Instruments . . . . .
.. 9
Le Blanc-Holton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1
Luchetti Drum & Guitar . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6
May's Music C o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
Music Education Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
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phone (505) 293- 7444

NOW AT ITS NEW LOCATION

5005 LOMAS BL VD. N E

---

A N IMPORTANT ADVANCE NO TICE
Most New Mexico State Instructional (Textbook) Materials Division Contract
Music and Records represented by MAY'S WILL BE INCREASED IN PRICE
ON J U LY 1 ST. ANTICIPA TE YOUR IMMEDIA TE AND FUTURE NEEDS
. . . ORDER BEFORE JUNE 30TH AND SA VE!
THIS INCREASE AFFECTS THE FOLLO WING:
• BAN D & ORCHESTRA M USIC PUBLICATIONS published by Hal
Leonard , Shawnee Press and Belwin-Mills (including the First Division and
Contemporary Band Series) .
• ELEM E NTARY VOCAL, GEN ERAL M USIC , CHORUS, THEORY AND
GUITAR M USIC published by Belwin-Mills, Hal Leonard and Shawnee
Press plus records and kits produced by Bowmar, Educational Activities
and Melody House .
A FINAL REMINDER
State Instructional Materials Requisitions approved before June 30, 1 98 5 ,
will b e invoiced a t present contract prices ; those o n or after J uly 1 st, 1 9 8 5 ,
will b e invoiced a t the n e w and increased prices.
For over seventy-two years M AY'S HAS BEEN OF SERVI C E . Just let us
know if you would like to have further information on State Adopted Music
or for anything in music . Phone 2 6 5-6628 or write to May's, 5005 Lomas
Blvd . , N E , Albuquerque 87 1 1 0 .
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